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Abstract: The Memory Test Computer is a high-speed electronic digital 

machine with over 28,000 registers o:f magnetic core and drum 

memory. It operates in the binary number system with a. word 

length of 16 binary digits for both numbers and instructions, 
'-------. . . . 

and it c~ pe;'form--::~6d:i.f:rerent kinds of instructions. For 

programs confined to core memor.r the average speed of opera

tion is 75,000 instructions per second, exclusive of input-

. output instructions • The terminal equipment consists of paper 

tape readers and punch, IBM card reader and punch, printer, 

display oscilloscopes, camera, digital data transmitting and 

receiving equipment, and an output buffer system associated 

with the magnetic drum memory. 

In addition to a brief description of the computer, the 

principles of coding, the machine functions, instruction code, 

and terminal equipment codes are described in sufficient detail 

for the purposes of programming. The input process, carried 

out through the medium~f the Input and Basic Conversion 

Programs, is fully described. A brie!operatingguide for· the 

computer is given. 
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FOREWORD 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide in convenient 
form all the information necessary to the preparation o:f programs for the 
Memory fest Computer (NTC). This revision, 6M-2527-2, supersedes the 
following 'memoranda:; 

M-2527, 

Memory -Test Computer:: Guide to Coding and MTC 
Instruction Code 

MeIlDry Test Computer:: Programming Manual 

M-2527, Supplement 1/1, Input and Basic Conversion Programs :for 
the Memory Test Comput~r 

M-2527, Supplement 12, Corrigenda for M-2527 

M-2527, SUpplement #3, Second Set of Corrigenda for M-2527 

, M-2527-l, Memory Test Computerg Pro~amming Karmal 

H-2527-l, Correction #1, Memory Test Computer: Programming 
Marmal Correction 

6M-2527-l, Correction #2, Memory Test Computerg Programming 
Manual Correction 

Changes in the computer which affept programming methods will 
be reported in periodic supplements to this memorandum. It will be greatly 
appreciated 'if' errors or obscure passages in this memo are brought to the 
attention of the writer or of the MTC Section Leader so that appropriate 
changes can be incorporated in future supplements and revisions. 

_ For those readers who are alreaqy familiar with the preceding 
revision 01 this memo (M-2527-1) and who would like to know the essential 
differences between it and this revision.\! a summary of changes and 
additions covered by this revision is given below:: 

1.- A unit containing an IBM card reader and punch has been 
incorporated in MTC. New operation codes op lOOO+n a.Iid 
op 3000+n (octal) control the card reader and card punch 
respectively. Conventions corresponding to those :for , 
punched tapes have been established for punched cards, but 
no punched-card conversion program has yet been written. 

2. .Live Registers #3 and #4, heretofore not accessible to the 
,programmer, now serve as input and output links to electronic 
equipment external to the computer, currentl;r a Digital 
Data Transmitter and Receiver, and a Data Link Converter 
(AN/GKA-l)0 The instruction st La 4 per:forms the special 
:function o:f reading a word :from the external equipment to 
Live Register #4. 
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3. On read in,\l the Input Program now accumulates the check 
sum in Live Register #5 at address o~50 (octal) instead 
of in core memory register 1-3777 (octal).. This change 
necessitated modification of the Input Program and t~e 
Basic' Oonversion Program» and of the structure of binary 
tapes 0 To distingUish the new s.ystem from the old, the 
Inpu t and Basic Oonversion Programs and the 4-6-6 binary 
tape structure described in the previous revision (111) 
of this memo will be designated itA" and th8 new counter
parts will be "Bit.. For the convenience of programmers, a 
utility program is available which "Till convert existing 
'l'ype A binary tapes to Type B.. Tpis convers!:Q.Il" is.Jlot. a 
necessity II how§~r.9_.Jlince Input Program.-l"arid Basic 
g~iiQP~"~~Qg:r:"~~4,~~ be retained~ 

4.. In addition to the change mentioned above, Input Program B 
has provisions to avoid the necessity of suppressing the 
overflow alarm when reading in .. 

5.. Four fields of the magnetic drum memory have been wired 
as display buffers which simulate one Tn field and one RD 
field, or two DD fields, for the purpose of testing the 
XO-I display generation frames$ 

60 A machine idiosyncrasy has manifested itself in connection 
with overflow.. Under certain circwnstances an overflow 
will stop the computer in an alarm condition, but the 
overflow alarm light will not be ono A more complete 
explanation is given in Section III in the paragraphs 
discussing overflQW~ 

70 The execution times of most instructions are different 
from those publish~d in revision 10 

80 The character selection codes for the Oharactron and 
T,ypotron have been entirely changed from those previously 
publishedo Additional conventions have been established 
for controlling limited category and feature select~ons 
for the Oharactron displayo 

9. i'lle programming manual text bas been expanded to include 
a discussion of scale factors employed in programming .. 

10 .. " The ri instruction has been slightly modified, so that it 
is no-longer necessar,y to clear the B~Register prior to 
executing an !:!. instructiono" . 

The reader is presumed to be familiar with the binary and 
octal number systeins.. If he is not, he should read· MIT Digital Oomputer 
Laboratory Report R-90-l, The Binary System of Numberso 
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Several other laboratory publications. will be of" interest to 
MTC programmers: 

M-2181, mc u-68 Utility and Analysis Program 

6M-3497, MTC :Subroutine ·Library 

6M-3509, . MTC Technicians Training Manu~ Chapter' III 

It is expected that frequent reference will be made to the 
pages in this memo which describe the ins.tructi.ons in .detail. To facilitate 
the location of these pages, a b1ack marker has been placed on the right 
edge of each of these pages. The markers will be' readily visible when 
the binding edge of" the memo is held in the left hand, and the pages are 
fanned back with the right thumb on the right-hand edge of tIE front page. 

The writer owes debts of.thariks to Professor C. W. Adams, up()n 
whose work Section II of" this memo is largely based, to F.R. Durgin f"or 
his contribution on the IBM card reader and punch, and to W. A. Hosier, 
who has patiently edited this memo and has contributed many valuable 
suggestions. 



SECTION I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MEMORY TEST CO)JpijTER 
- -

'PUrpose of the Memory Test .. Computer.. - The original purpose of 
the construction of the Memory Test Computerwas,9 as its name implies,·sto 
provide realistic tests of the practicability of the new~-developed 
coincide:p.t-cur~nt magnetic core memory 0 After several months of extenSive 
memory tests 01). the computer9 the original magnetic-memory system was 
transferred to WWI.Il abruptly terminating this testing program.. There 
existed at this times hOll1ever.ll a growing need :ror a "proving ground" for 
devices and techniques proposed for- use in future computers, as well as 
:ror additional computing facilities.. !he activity of the computer has 
been redirected toward filling these needs .. 

-Characteristics of M'roo M'l'C has the general characteristics 
of WWI, but speed has been sacrificed occasio~ where it seemed to 
demand excessive complexity or power., It is a parallelg digi tal machine, 
operating in the binary number system, having a word length of 16 bits, 
(for both instruction and numbers)s and using one-tenth microseeond pulses 
for inf'ormation transfero The machine has the facili ties to perform 26 
different instructions, and it can execute instructions at an average rate 
of 75,000 per secondo MTC bas three kinds of internal memory~ "test 
memorylt or "panel memory-It (64 registers).9 magnetic-core- memory (h096 . 
registers), _and magnetic drum memory (24.11576 registers)., . The terminaL 
equipment consists of punched paper tape readers and punch" an IBM card 
reader and pu.nch, printerll several display oscilloscopes (one seope fitted -
with a camera under computer control.),Il Digital Data Transmitter and Reeeiver, 
an .AN/GKA~l Data Link Converter, and an output buffer system associated 
with the magnetic drum memory. 

Physical layout 0 The entire computer except for power supplies 
~s housed in a room approximately 27 x 50 feet.. An air-conditioning 
system supplies filtered air with controlled temperature and humiditr. 
Most of the computer is in racks of special design so that the digit, 
positions of a register are in a vertical line.. All the units serVing the 
!!th digit position are then in a horizontal line across the whole computer 
-frame.. The control functions are generated by standard pulse-control 
equipment mounted in 19=inch racks behind the main computer frame.. The 
operating console is a long desk in the center of the room, housing the. 
start and stop controls.$' panel memory» marginal. checking controls, flip
flop register indicator lights, alarm controls and lights, and a monitor 
scopeo Adjacent to the console are the paper tape readers and punch, the 
card reader and punch, the p:rinter, and a large displ1:W seope.. The 
magnetic memory array is mounted in an open -:frame with the general 
dimensions of a Itshmler staJJ.o'1 

Bus system and information transfer.. Near~ all transfers of 
words between registers are made in two steps via a bu.ffer register 
designated the "A""Register .. " First" a word is read from the originating 
register via the A-Register In Bus to the A-Register.. Second, the word is 
read from the A-Register via the A.-Register Out Bus to the terminating 
register.. While this technique requires two steps instead of one to effect 
a computer transfer, it avoids some electronic problems present in other 
bus systems .. 

( 
\ 
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Simplified block diagram o:f MTC system. The block dl.agram on 
the :following page shows an the units in the computer system and their 
interconnections :for trans:ferring numerical ini'ormation. m or the 
command circuits have been omitted :for the sake or clarity. The number 
o:f wires in each connection is indicated b.Y a number N, thus: 

Memory element. The internal melOOry is composed o:f three types 
o:f memory units: panel Memory, composed of toggle switches, an IBM plug
board, and :five :flip ... :flop storage registers; Magnetic Core Memory; and 
Magnetic Drum Memory. 

Panel Memory contains 64 numbered registers of 16 bits each, 
of which 32 are toggle switch registers and 32 are connections to an IB}.i 
plugboard. Five :flip-:flop registers may be substituted, with certain 
restrictions, for one or more of these 64 registers. The principal 
functions of Panel Memory are: testing various parts o:f the computer by 
Dprogramminglt its own internal. commands, insertion of limited amounts o:f 
data, manual intervention in computer operations, and serving" as input 
and output connections to various units of terminal equipment. 

Magnetic Core Memory consists of two n:fields, It each of 2048 
registers o:f nbigh-speed random-access" memory. Each register holds a 
l6-bit word plus a 17th bit :for checking pn-poseso 

Magnetic Drum Memory consiSts of twelve :fields, each o:f 2048 
registers: o:f ttm.edium.-speed sequential-accesslt memory •. Each drum register 
holds a 16-bitword plus a 17th bit :for checking purposes. 

Control element. The control sections" of HTC may be roughly 
subdivided as follows: Central Control (which inclndes Group and Field 
Control, Core Memory Control, and Drum. Control), Alarm. Control, and Iil
Out Control (which includes Camera Control, Scope Control, Tape Reader 
. Control, and Printer and Punch Control). Central Control is constructed 
principally of standard test equipment units, interconnected by video 
cables to provide the necessary control functions. Altering the logic 
or timing of Central. Control usually involves nothing more than recabling 
and perhaps exchanging of units. Central Control is a de~-line type 
o:f control in which pulses are routed by gate tubes to selected chains 
o:f delay lines, which in turn distribute command pulses in appropriate 
sequences. Timing is Hasyncbronouslt in that no master oscillator is 
used, instead, the last of a" sequence of command pulses is used to start 
the next sequence. 

Arltbmetic element. The three registers or the arithmetic 
element are the Partial SUm Register, the Carry Register, and the B
Register. !he Partial Sum Register plus the Garr.r Register constitute 
the Accum.u1a.tor, rut the term It ,lccumulatorlt: is o:ften colloquially applied 



to 'the Partial Sum Registeral.one. , !he :fundanental an thmetieoperations 
which canbs perf01'!lled in the ,Partial. Sum Register . are siinP13 addition, ard 
sbif'tingright. Subtraction is accanplish8d by add:i:ilg -tbeslibtrab.end to 
tbecomp1ement of the minuend; and recOmplementmg the retiu1t~'-"Hu1tipll--
cation is by successive addition. The sole :f'Imetion of' ti19 Carr.r-Register~ 
as " its ,name denotes, is to stOre momentariJi the Carries ,generated -:tn---
addition.The B~Registeris in e.rfect al.6-digit· exioension- of" the PartiAL--
'Smn Register. It can oIib"perform shif't1D.gl"ight. ,It hoids the Dmltipl:i,er 
dUring multiplication, and, holds the right-hand 15 bitB6:ftije -prodUct at 
the end of tbe mu1tiplicationoIn addition to their aritbilietlc f'unctions, 
the Partial. Sum and B-Registers serve as cOnnections to various input-
outp~ units. --

Console. Host of" the operating contro1s aTe' available to an
operator seated at the consoledeskoSwitches are provided £ortu.rning 
the power on and otf, starting and stOpping t'be computer, -and. far inargilial 
checking. Computer operations can be monitored visually by:mans of an 
oscilloscope and neon indicator lights and' aurally by" ,means, of ,a ,l.cinld.
speaker. Thirty-tim toggle .. switch storage registers are 8.vailab1efor 
the manual. insertion of instructions and data. ,At the back of the console 
desk is a plugboard cabinet, into whichprewired panels containing in
<struCtions and data may be pluggedo 

Power·s:upp:QroTb.e power suWlies which provide filtered, 
regulated, ana monitored power, are, almost enti~ under automatic 
contrc;>l. The various supplies are sequenced on or off in order, to protect 
circuits and to lengthen the life of circuit components .. _ 'In, the ewnt of 
circuit failures or other emergencies;;, power to the machine is dis
conne(,ted,:and sui table a1ams are give~ • 

. ______ --.... --.----f~--e¢~t~\,The.:~l'!Jtll~~~-.;l!!~ut ..!iev.i.~_a:re two p'~e~ 
pt!~e~,,~e readers and a punChed card reader. !he regular outpu~Vl.ces: 

~ are: ' 'a-prmter;-wh1ch can· print any fomat" achieved by the ,. keys of a . 
typewriter,f a paper tape punch, for punching tape which is later read 
by the tape reader). a card ,. punch§ and various displq oscilloscopes, one' 
of which is equipped with a camera operated under control of the computer. 
!he o~eilloscopes may be used to generate any pattern, inCluding a1pha-
n1lDl3rical. characters and graphs. ' 

In· the category of special termiila1 equipment;, which has, avery 
limited application, are~ a Digital Data Transmitter- for transmitting . 
digital. information serial.:q over a .telephone circuit, and, a I)igital Data 
Receiver forreeeiTing this l.n:rormation am decoding it ti.tto'its component 
Signais, anAN/GKA.;.,l Data LinkComrerlier for decod,ing digital messages 
transmitted via a radiochamel. and an on tputbutfer arrangement associated 
with magnetic drum memor.r, providing a' neans by which~ can simulate 
the diSPl.a3' drums of' the XD-l eomputero 

( 
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SECTION II.. GUIDE TO CODING 

· CoMPUTER ~GROO 

Program!t A program is a sequence of actions by which a 
computer bana'1es a problem.. The process of determining the sequence of 
actions is known. as programming~ 

·Fiow:· diagramo A. flow diagram is a sertes of statements·· of w~t 
the computer bis to do at various stages in a program.. Lines of :flow 
indicate how the computer passes from one stage Of the program to another. 

. Coded: program. Programs· and :flow diagrams are somewbatinde-
pendent o:f compu.ter characteristics, but instructions far a cam.puter:rnn.st 

. be expressed in terms of a code.. A set of instrllctions that nll enable 
aconiputer to execute a program is called a coded program, and the proceffS 

. of- preparing aeoded program is known as coding. Dldividrial. -coded in
structions call for specific operations·such as add, shift~ etc •. 

· CO!!PUTER COMPONENTS 

Registers· and words.. A register has 16 digit positions, -each 
able to sto;re a one or a zero. A. word is a set o:f 16 digits . that ma~1'- be 
stored in a register. A. word can represent an instruction or a-number • 

.. Arithmetic· element. Arithmetic operatl-ons take place in the 
arithmetie element, whOse main components aretbree llip-flop registers" 
the A-Register, the A.ccumulator, and the B-Register(AR, .la, and BR). . 
The 16 digit positions of .AR starting from the left are dena ted by AR 0, 
AR 1 ... o.'AR-:.15. The digit positions of AC and BR are denoted in- a 
simjJar :fashion.. .AR is a buffer register, 'through which all numbers and 
instructions aretransni tted from and to the various registers and memory 
urrl. ts. J.C is a register which can per:form addition, subtraction, and 
shifting" and can transmit to storage all or part o:f a-16-d1git lford. 
BR is an extension of AC to the right,but BR can only sh1f't • 

. Memory 0 Memory conSists of 28,736 storage locations termed -
Dregisters," eacK of which. is identified by f'ieldmmber and an address • 

. !he field number is a 4-digit binary number equal to one ·of ·the deeimaJ. . 
numbers 0 through 14, and the address is an ll-digit- binary number equal 
· to- one of the decimal numbers from OooO~ough 2047. TJ:ie]$-<iigit binary 
number composed of the field number f'oll9wed by the B.ddress may be re-

. ferred to as tbe 1textended address 0 It , Fields 1 and 2,. baviJ;lg the extended 
(decimal)iadd.resses 1....0000 i;brough 1-2047 and 2-0000 through 2-2047,. are 
iri. magnetic core memory., Fields 3 through 1h~ bav.i.ng extended add:tesses 
'.3~OOO through 3 .... 2047:1 4-0000 through 4-2047, etc 0, up to J.h...oooo through 
14-2047, are on the magnetic drumo 

'·Panel Memory consists of' 64 registers, designated field O. 
It is composed of .32 toggle-switeh registers with addresses 0 through 31, 
and a plugboard of 32 registers with addresses 32 through 630 (It mq 
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be noted that since Panel Memory is field O~ the address and extended 
address designat:tons are identical.) There are ~'1je flip-flpp storage 
registers, which are termed "Live . Registers" ~ and which are abbreviated 
8IBl", ltLR2n, etc. LRI may be substituted for any one or mo;re registers 
of Panel Hemory- (addresses 0-63) e W, IB.3,LRh, andLR5 iDar each be 
substituted for . any one or more registers of. plugboard storageon:q . . 
(addresses 32-63)... At the momentW and m4 are used as buffer register$ 
between ··the computer and sane special term; nal. equipment .. 

Input-output •. Information entering the computer istemporaril( .. 
stored in BR.. tnrormation leaves the computer via the AC ~or: BR. The 'computer 
regulates the flow of information between the internal storage and AC or 
BR, and also calls for any necessary manipulation of external units. 

'Control elemel:lte The control element controls the sequence ot 
computer operations and their execution. The control element takes its 
instructions one at· a time frOm memorsr, .where the instructions are sto~d 
as individual words e . 

Interconnections.. The four main. elements of the pomputer 
(memGp:v~,· control, arithDJetic, andcinput-output) are camected to the 
input and OIltput of the A. ... Register by a parallel comnmnications system, 
known as itA-Register Intt.and "A-Registerouttt busses .. 

:'.REPRESENTATIONOF INSTRUCTIONS 

operation, section.. When a word is used to represent an 
instruction the. fuS'E'llett-hand) 5 digits, or operation section, specifY 
a particular operation in accordance with the operation code. 

, ' 

Address section.. The remaining 11 digits or address section, 
are interPre~a as a. number with the binar,r point at the right .. hand end. 
For the majority of instructions this number is the address of the 
register whose . contents will be used in £he operation. In the' instructiqns 
cr, sr, pr) and ri" the number specifi~stbe extent. of a shi,f't.. In thes~ 
and certirn otherinstructions,,:various digit positions' of ~he address 
part are used to specifY itVariations" of the operation gi~ by the 
operation parte 

Example •. !he. instruction ca·.x.has theerrect of clearing .to 
(making all 'EhedIgits, zera) and then""'COpying into A.C the word t,hat iS9 
the register whose address is x •. It q is a quantity in s~ regist,r, 
the oJ?6ration needed to copy q in AG is notcaq butcax,where x is th~ 
address of the register that. cont.ains q. 

REPRESENTATION, OF NUMBERS 

S41gle-wordl"eI#-esentations.. When a word is useq to represent 
a numbertbe first digit iridicates the sign and the rema~'15 are 
numeric,al digits.. :For a positive number the sign digit is 2lero,and the 

I 

r 
\, 
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15 nmnerical digits with a binar,v point at their lef't specify the magni
tude of' the number. The negative, -y; of' a positive number y is repre
sented by complementing all the digits, including the sign digit,- that
would represent y. (The complement is f'orned by replacing- every-zero by 
a one and every one by a zero.) In this way a word can represent any 

multiple of' 2-15 f'rom. -1 + 2:",,15 to 1 - 2-15• Neither +1 nor -1 can be 
represented by a single word.. Zero has -two representations, either 16 
zeros or 16 ones, whim are called +0 and .,.() respectively. 

OVerf'1ow; increase of' range and precisiono With a single-worq 

representation numbers are 1imi ted to the range (-1 + 2-15) through 

(1 - 2-15). Programs must be so planned that arithmetic operations will 
not cause an overf'low beyond this range.. The range may be extended by 
assuming a scale f'actor or by using 2 registers (30 digits, not counting 
sign) to represent a single number.. An instruction which results iIi an 
over.flow will norm.a1ly cause an lIoverf'low alarm" during the succeeding 
instruction, and stop the computero lWo instructions, ntransf'er on 
overf'lowlt (to) and"shif't rightlt (sr), can be used to detect the overf'low 
withoutany-aJ.arm. -There is also aswitch by which the alarm. may be . 
suppressed entirely. 

Scale f'actors. In order that computations can be perf'ormed 

involving numbers outside the limited range of' .. 1 + 2-15 to +1 _ 2-15 
all numbers with which the computer must deal are made to f'all in this 
range by the application of' scale f'actors .. A·scale f'actor.is a f'actor, 
or multiplier, remembered by the programmer, by which a number is multi
plied so that it f'alls within the computerts rangeo For example, in 
order to store the number 36 in an me register it must be multiplied by 

~omenumber, say 2~ 7, to make the. product smaller than +1 - 2-15.. Then 

2-7 becomes the scale f'actor. 

Scale f'actors customarily are chosen to be some power of' 2, 
principally as a matter of' convenienceo During the course of' a program 
it occasio~ becomes necessary to change the scale f'actor of' a number. 
Since. me operates in the binary number system, the simple process of' 
shif'ting a number to the lef't or right is equivalent to multiplying or 
dividing by a power of' 2. If' the stored number's scale f'actor initially 
is a power of' 2, then shifting the number will change the scale f'actor 
to same other pmJer of' 2. 

Algebraic principles demand that 2 numbers can be added together 
only if their multipliers, or scale f'actors, are the same. We cannot, 

theref'ore, add directly the quantities 5 x 2-6 and 2 x 2-4... We must f'irst 
make the seale :factors equal by, :for example, making the scale :factor of' 
second quantity equal to that o:f the :first through multiplying it by 

2-20 This is accomplished physically in the computer by shifting the 



quantity 2 x 2-4 two places to the "right~ makillg it 2 :x: 2-6. Then we can 

~dd the two quantities tlm,s!: (5:x: "2-6,+ (2 :x: 2~) - 7 % 2-6. One 
reason '£or remembering scale factors should now be obvious • 

. In the case of multiplying two numbers, the rules 0'£ algebra 
do not requit'e that their scale factors be adjustede The result 0'£ a 
multiplication is sim.p~ the product 0'£ the 2 original numbers accompanied 
by' a scale '£actor which is the product of the 2-original scale factor/S •. 

Henee we can multipq direct~ (5 % 2-6) x (2 x 2-4) to get 10 x 2-10• 
"Here again. !,e must keep in the mind the scale factors of the multiplier 
and the" multiplicand so that we can determine the scale :factor 0'£ the 
product.· . 

Some care must be exercised in the choice of a scale factor. 
A. number 1nHTC is represented by fifteen binary bits (or 5 octal digits) 
to the right 0'£ the pOint.. This is Tery" raug~ equivalent·· to 3 decimal 
digits 0" Where possible we want these 3 digit positions to contain 
significant dig! ts (but riot iJP-tial zeros, significant or not).. We can 
make this so by choosing the proper scale factoro FoX" example, SuppOse 
we wish to store the dec:i.mal fraction .003512. If we did not app~ a 
scale factor, we could store o~ the first 3 digits to the right of the 
poilit of which two digits are 0, so the stored number would be precise 
only to 1 digito If, h9WeTer,_ wemultipl3r by a scale factor of 

28, our number becomes .899072. Naw we are rid of t~ initial'-~eros,
and we can store 0899, which gives usa precision of .3 :decimal digits. 

" COMPUTER "PROCEDURE 

Sequence of operati9ns. Atter the execution of an instrnctiOIl, 
the Program Counter in the co&ro1 element holds the. ~ddressof the .. 
register .from which the next instruction is to be takEln. C6n.tzvl calls 
for this instruction and carries out the specified oPEJratione If the 
operation is not a transfer of control, the address ill.. the ProgramCOlUlter 
then increases by one. so that the next instruction will be- taken" from the· 
next consecutive register. The tttransfer. of control~- instructionsp~~ 
resettingtl;teProgram Counter to a particular number :Jo the next instruc-
tion can betaken from ,a particular register. ' 

. -!femor.v address,selection:~.c~emeo !he 11 bj,nary. digits of the· 
address section are SUfficient to". uniqueli specify ont) out of only 2048 
memori addresses in the computero' A.t least 4 additiqnal. digits are 
required in order to specify all 28,736 registers.. Hence, it bas been 
necessary to deal with memory- as numbered ttfieldsn: of 2048 registers. 
Since an instruction obviously cannot give the field lJ.umber in addition 
to the address"the field number for each address mast Soonehawbe given 
in advance of executing the instru.ctiono ihe scheme ~or doing this is 
as follows: 
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. The1nstruction sot, select operation field, is used to choose 
the field of regi"sters to wbI'Cli the address parts o:f all succeeding 
instruct:i,ons re:fer.. (The number ot the fieidcur.rentIy seJected is held 

-in the "Operation Field" Register" It which is reset each time an so:f 
instruction .. is executed .. } -

The :field o:f reg:tste~s from which instructions are currentl#") 
being taken.iQ specified in the ·~ogram Field Register. By a Ittranster" 
outD{trOl inEitructions thi~ register may be reset to tIE :field number -: . 
held· i.ii""lhe Operation Field Register.. TJms if" the Operation Field RegistEn" 

.. contains· n" and a tro x instruction is" 6X6Cllted, succeeding instru.ction,s 
will be taken .fzoomfreld n; s1;arting with register~. 

An illustration of . the use o:f th.9se instructions will be found . . ! 
on p. 28 .. 

. Copy a,nd store instructions.. The copying of a word" or part 
o:f a word," trom one lOcation to another affects on~ the latter location, 
whose previous contents are lost.. .; . . 

Zero. The mnnber zero, if it results from a sequence of ;' 
operations ~st ot which is addition, will be represented as negative 
zero (binary 1 .. 111 111 111 111 111), except that plus zero added to plUs 
zero gives plus zero.. If the last operation is a subtraction (including 
Hsub:tract magrrltudeH ) the representation will be positive zero (binary 
0.000 000 000 000 000)" except that plus zero Sllbtracted from minus zero 
gives minus zero. The sign of a zero resulting from shifting is the same 
as the sign of the number be:fore shifting. (kt exception may occur with 
the -use o:f the Itcycle rightlt instruction .. ) " 

Manipu1atio~ o:f instru.ctions.. Words representing instructions 
may be handled in the arithmetic eJement as numbers. 

-"Procedure in the arithmetic element.. The execution o:f an 
addition inclUdes the process ot adding in carries} this process treats 
all 16 digits as if they were numerical. digits, a ca.ny from AC 0 (nend
"around carrylt) being added into 4.C 15. (TPis compensation is necessary 
becaUse of the method o:f-representing negative numbers.) A. subtraction 
is executed by complementing the AC, adding the subtrahend,," and comple
menting the AC again.. Roundo:f:f may be per:formed by the instructions 
cr_lOOO.f:n and sr 1000+n {octal notation)", where n is the amount o:f shift 
preeea:rng roundotf.. (see cr, ~ instructions, po 24:r.) 

NOTATION FOR CODING 

Addresses. A coded program requires certain registers to be 
used for specified purposes. The addresses of these registers must be 
chosen be:fore the program can be run on the CODlpllter" but :for stu<\v 
purposes this :final choice is umecessary" and the addresses can be 
indicated by a -system o:f symbols or index rmmberso 
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writing a c~· pro~;' Registers from which control. .obtains 
instructions ma::r be caned ~ttionregi.sters, and Should be llsted.separat,q 
from registers containing other information, which m;q be caUs4 da:ta 

. registers. J. codedpl'Ogram is written Out in two col.mms: the,:first 
contains the index IIWDber of each action or data register, apd the second 
colwm indicates the Word that is initi.a.l1y stored in. that 11'gister. ~ 
many caSes part or an. of a word may be immaterial. because the contents 
of the register in question will be Changed dur.mg . the course Of the·· 
program. This state of af'.fairs is iridicated by a dash" for f;:mlIDple"" ca-. . . -

Conventional. no.-tation. In order to make a pro griia more read' '1' 
understandable to others and more easLq'remembered by the author bimsel.f', 
it is desirable to write :siwrt ·descriptions of the .tUnctions served by 
certain key instructions and groups of instructions. It is plso desirable 
to indicate breaks and confluences in the 1Iflow1t oftha PrOUam and to 
indicate instructions which are al.tered or othemse abnorma';l.ly used 
during the program.. Some gemr8l.J.y accepted symbols :tar thifl purpose a:re 
exemplified and described below. 

120 ra 124 

start; - - ~ 12l. ca 161 

122 ra 132 

139 ---+ 123 Ca 181 

.... , . 

124 su(182) 

12$ sr16 

·126 ,tn 128 
I , 
I ,1., 127 , ad .140 , 

·128" ~~ 1.33 

129 at) 
130 (ea217/es2l.7) 

131 tr 78 

initial. entr,y (i.e~,· start ef program) 

re-entry' point, SDCJlfing ori,gin of re-entry" 

address- al.tered byprogr~ initial. 
valne shOlDl 

conditional. short break in consecutivity 
(note other torm. below) . 

address indicated by arrow (e.g. address • 
130 in this case) ,lised priJaariq, at 
earq stages ot Writing 

word al.tered by prOgram, alternative 
values shOim 

no break in consecutiv.tty, despitetr .. 
operation, where a closed subroutine-is 
called in . 

( 
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(122,161) 132 st (-) 

133 Ica 211 

134 tr 136 

135 

136 ad 114 

137 tn1h1 ---- --
138 stll4 

139 tr 123 

. l.4o lira 0 

137, 171-~lb1 st 171 

Page.~.17 . ' 

address altered by prograDi~initial. .. 
value immaterial$ locations· of alteripg 
instructions siiown, alternative values. ' 
not shown . 

semi";'pseudo instruction, serves both ~ 
instruction and nwnber 

short break in conseeutivity, used. 
especia1l..y where a closed subroutine· with 
program parameters is calJ.ed for 

conditional break in consecutivity (note 
short form above) 

break in conseeutiv.i.t.v (note short form. 
above) 

pseud.o-instruction, serves ~ as a 
nwnber, not as instruction 

entry point, she&i.ng origins of entry 

1IF1Oating addressn notation. A nf10ating address D system of 
notation enables a programmer to write his instructions so that they 
refer to the wordS of his progt"am am not to tbe location of those words 
in memory. 

For example, consider the following set. of instructions with· 
. ·:fi.:xed addresses: 

32 ca hi 
33 ad 100 
34 st 41 
35 ca 42 
36 ad 100 
31 st 42 
38 ca 43 
39 adlOO 
40 sIi 43 
41 ca lD1 
42 inh 102 
43 st 103 
44 tn 32 
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Seven of these instructions refer to the locatiOns of other instructions 
within the group. If any instructions (or words) were to be added to or 
deleted from this set, a considerable amount of renumbering would be 
necessar,y, in general. A floating address system removes the need for 
this, by labelling each word to which reference is made bya floating 
address label. -The :floating aadress is or the rorm iii, where Cl is any 
IOWer-case letter of the- alphabet except 0 and 1, and where H is any 
integer of the form 1, 2, 3, ••• , with initial zeros suppressed. This 
floating address is then used as the address section of any instruction 
which is to refer to the word solabelled..Tlms the above program might 
become: 

f3, ca m9 
ad 100 
st m9 
ca h5 
ad 100 
st h5 
ca b2 
ad 100 
st b2 

m9, ca 101 
h5, mh 102 
b2, ts 103 

tnO 

Note that floating addresses may be used in any sequence and that words 
referring to a floating address may occur either earlier or later than 
the word labelled by the corresponding floatiIig address. -Thus insertions 
into or deletions from such a program may be made without a.nr renumbering 
or any alterations to the existing words. 

Through the medium of a "floating-address conversion program," 
a computer can accept a program written in floating address notation. 
Because ETC does not at the present time, however, possess this t,ype of 
conversion program, programs coded forMTC must be translated- into Itactual. 
address form" before they can be introduced into the co~ter. 

,The abbreviations Re, CR. ,Abbreviations used in referririg to 
the register that contains a certain word or the word in a certain register 
are 

RC ••• = (Address of) register-contai~.&.o 

This is sometime symbolized b ' 
OR & •• = Contents of registe'r(whosead<mess is) 

This is sometime symbolized (0 •• ) 
;" ( 
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. ··!l1e.Symbo1 ha:x:~. When an address forms.:Parl or an inStruction 
it is represented bY" the last 11 digits of a word whose .:first 5 digits 
specifY. an oPeration.A,u address that is not ~t of an iJ?stru.9tion. i~' 
represented by the hst 11 digi.. ts of a word. whose fn-st 5 digi. ts·~ 'zero, 
which is equivaJ.ent to specifying the operation ba~ . Thus. the word for an 
unattached address x may be written ha..:x:~ -It maY"" also be written as +x 
or as of:X :x: 2-15• - ,. 
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SECTION III. INS'rRUGTION CODE 

DESCRIP.rION OF THE INS'l'BIJCTION CODE 

Introduction. Included under each iilstruction" arf3 the, function, 
the contents(U" altered) of AC, BR, and register x after the instruction 
and possible alarms. 

Abbreviations. The abbreviations used are the following: 

AC = Accumulator 

An = A-Begister 

BR = B-Register 

,-- x = address of a memory register 

a,k,n = positive in~gers 

,Contents of various registers. The contents of AC, BR, AR, aqd 
the register whose address is x are undisturbed unless the contrary is 
stated. 

- Reduction modulo q. A number p reduced with re~et to-the 
modulus q, imodu1o q, It is de:C:i.ne.d as the numerator of the frflCtional 
remainder when p is divided by q. 

60 28 
Example 1: 60 mod 32: 32 = 1 + 32:' hence 6p mod 32 = 2t\ 

Example 2: 1.37 mod 1: 1017 = 1 ... ~7', henc~ 1.37 mod 1 = .37 

Individu.¥ instruction. -The following-,pages treat in detail 
the actions of each individual instruction. 

.4bbreviation Name. Number Bin ary 

ha-. ' halt /10 00000 

Stop the ccmputer. The address section is of no _signi:ficance~ 

ha 

mhx multiply 1/1 '00001 ' , \ mh 

Hnltiply the contents of AC and the contents o:f registeJ:' x~ leaving 
a 30-digi t product of proper sign in AC and in: Btl o-lh, and ;Leaving a zero 
in BR 15. 1he previous contents of BR are lost. ~el any Itover:flow 
condition" which may exist. (See 1t000rflow,1t p' 21.) 

. \ 

ds x displq 00010 

-Display on the plotting scope a point whose horizontal deflection is 
specified by the contents of digit positionsO-9 of register~, and whose 
vertical deflection is speci:fied by the contents of digit pOSitions 0-9 
of AC. 

ds 
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Abbreviation' Name c,:Ntnnber Binary 

idx. identity check 113 00011 

Compare the contents of ACWi th the contents of register, x. It it 
is not identical, give an ttidentity check" alarm and prepare to skip the 
immediateJ.;y- succeeding instruction (by adding 1 to the Program Counter). 
The identity check alarm feature may be suppressed by a switch oIl the 
.AJ.arm. Suppression Panel., After the instruction has. been executed, AC 
will contain l's in each digit position where the original digit did not 
agree with the corresponding. digit· position. of. register x.. All other 
digit positioIls in AC will be zero. 

st x store #4 ,00100 

Store in register x a copy of the con tents of ACo The previous 
contents of register xa.re destroyedo When x is the address location of 
LRh, ,st x performs the special £unction of reading in to LR4 from the 
AN/GKA-:r-Data Link-Converter. For further details refer to Data Link 
Converter,7 p.3300 

id 

st 

rax ,replace address " #6 00110 ra 

'Replace digits 5-15 of register x with a copy of digits 5-15 of AC. 
Because digits 5-15 of an instruction are terined the ttaddress section, ,. 
the instruetionra in effect replaces the address section of the contents 
of register x with a copy of the address section of.:the instruction 
contained in AC~ . 

ri"x return from #7 , , OOJll r£ 

Replace digi ts 5~15 of register x with a copy of digits 5-15 of LR2. 
~ Will normally contain an adilressy+1, where y is the address of ·the' 
instruction in core or.drum memory wh:Lch effected the most recent transfer 
of control... (Seetr instrUCtion below.) 

, 

cax clear and add #8 01000 ca' 

Clear AC (but not BRh and add, in a copy of the contents of register x. 

adx add 01001 

Add to the contents of AC a copy of the contents of register x. If 
an overflow occurs, the succeeding instruction must be to orsr b (where 
b -I 0) or an overflow alarm will be given and the computer willS top. 
':t£ the result in AC after the execution of this instruction is zero, it 
will be a negative zero; exception: (+(» + (+0) =+0. 

ad 
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Abbreviation Name Number ....... ' _ . Binary 

cs x clear and subtract 1110 01010 cs 

Clear AG (but not BR), and put in AG the negative- of the contents ot 
register x, except that ~ RG (+0) will leave +0. in AG. 

·su x subtract #11 01011 -su 

. Add to contents of AC the negative of the contents of register Xe 

If an over£1ow occurs, the succeeding instruction nmst be to or fJr·· b 
(where b r) 0) or an over£1ow alarm will be given and the computeTWrll 
stope If the result in AG after the execution of this instruction is zero, 
it will be positive zero; exception:: (-0) - (..a) = -0. 

et x extract #12 01100 et 

In each digit pOSition of AC which contains a Itllt substitute a copy 
of the contents of the correSponding digit position of register x. 
AJ.temativel;r stated, put in each digit position of' AC the logical product 
of the present contents of that digit position and the corresponding .digit 
position of register x~ Cancel aIW overflow condition which may exist 
(see nOverflow,1t p.27).. ' 

chx. charaetron display OUlO 

Display a point, vector, or character on the Gbaractron, or display 
a cb.clracter on the Typotron, depending on which unit is selected.. The 
selection of a scope unit" and the nature and position of the display are 
determined by the contents of AC"LRl" 1B2" LR5"and- register x.. Refer 
to detailed discussion on Charactron and Typotron" p. 3700 

sm x subtract magnitudes 

From the posi ti ve magnitude of the contents of AC subtract the 
positive magnitude of the contents of register x.. 'l'he previous contents 
of AC are left in BR, and the previous contents of BR are lost.. If the 
result in AC after the execution of this instruction is zero, it will be 
positive zero .. 

tr x transfer ., . lOOOO 

ch 

tr 

. lTepare to take the . next ~truction from (that is, transfer control 
t~) . register x of the same field where this instruction was stored •. ' If 
this instruction is stored at address y in care 'or drum memory, put the, 
ins:tructi<>no'p y+l. in LR2, the previous Contents of LR2 being lost.. If 
this ins.truction is stored in,panel memoI7" the contents of Ul2 are 
undisturbed. Set IB3 and LR4 to negative zeroe 

( 
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. AbbreViation Name ·Number .' ' .. Binary 

tro x. transfer out . /117 10001. 

Prepare to take the next instruction fran. regl.ster x of field all 
where a. is the field specified by the last preceding "select operation 
field"-:-instruction (see .sof. instruction below) D If this instruction is 
stored at address y in core or ~ memory, put· the instruction op yfl' 
in ~, the'·previous·cantents of LR2 being lOst. If this-instruction is 
stored in panel memory, the contents of IB2 are uilCtlsturbed.. Set LR3 and" 
IB4 to negative zero. 

tnx . . transfer onnegati ve /118 .. 10010 

tro 

tn 

If the number in AC. ·is negative (iee.~ has a "lit in digit position 
b), perform the same :tu.nction astr. above. If the number ~ AC is"posit:i,ve, 
this' instruction has no effect other than to set ¥t3 and LR4 to negative 
zero. 

mox transfer on .. Degatiye out . /119 . lOOll· .. 

.I:t the number iIi .leis. negative, perform the sam.efunetion astra. 
aboVe. I:t the number in AC is positive, thiS' inatroctionhas no effect 
other than to set LR3 and LR4 to negati va zero. 

mdx memory. address. display 1120 10100 . 

Displa.y a point on the memory address scoPe, the pOSition of the 
point corresPonding to the address Xi> The correspondence is as follows: 

M::198h. r------------,r---..... M-20h7 

too 

32 

M-006h 6h----+---~ 

~ = aI'.\V" even
numbered field '* 

M...Q()()O !,--_____ ---' __ ~....x_ ___ -JI M-0063 

N-198h 

T 
N-2Oh7 

32 N = any even-· 

6h .. , numbered field 4-

"- -.. .... I N-0063 

'* !he field' number specified by- the most recent!!!! instruction. 



Abbreviation Name 

sot a. select oJ?e!"ationfie1d . 121 10101 
i 

Unti1the next .!!?! instruction is given, treat address parts ot 
instructions which refer to memory as reterring to tield a.It digit 5 
otthe instruction contains a "l,n generate a programmed. alarm. (The 
programmed alarm .feature may- be suppressed by- a switch on ·the al.arJa 
suppressionpane1.) 

tox trans.ter onoverf'law 122 10llO 

. .. Iran. overflow condition exists:l cancel the . Overf'l()W coqdi t1.on and 
perform the same tunction as E. above., (See "Overf1ow:l·page 21.} If 
no overflow. condition exists/} this instruction has noetfect .. other than. 
to set IR3 andLR4to negative zero .. 

cr.n cycle rl.ght 11000 

sot 

to 

cr 

. Irdigit 70t the instruction contains a ·O:lu. perform nregularcycieu: 
shift the entire contents orAC and BR to the right n places Cn is treated 
as .. reducedmodulo .32):J the digits shifted out of .. BR15 being introduced 
into Am so that no digits are lost. . 

If' digit 7 of the instruction contains a "l,D perform ·Ghort cycle~: 
shift the contents of AC and BR:I with the exceptionofACO:l ~ the right 
'n places{n is treated as reduced modulo 32h the digits shifted out of 
BRL5 being introduced intoACl so that no digits arelost.ID·short 
CycleD the contents of.AOO remaj DS undisturbed .. 

Udigit 6 of the instruction conta1nsa."l:Jn roundoff the magnitude 
of the number in AC andBR to 15 nllJllericaldigits in AC. :r.r roundoff is 
specified/} it occurs after arrycycling which may- have been specified. 
The contents of BR are not disturbed by- the roundoff process, 

If digit 5 of the instruction contains a til, D clearBR .rter the 
cycle ,(if any-) and roundoft(if an;r) have been executed. ' . 

-
Read the cautionary footnote on page 25 .. 

"For convenience, the var:Lations of the cr instruction are given in 
the table below with their corresponding octai' 8.nd decima1ad.dresses:. 
(nis less than 32 decimal)~. . 

( 
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. Apbreviation 

octal. 

cr n 

er uOO+n 

er lOOO+n 

cr 2000+n 

'or 2hoO+n 

er 3000+n 

cr 3hOO+n 

sr n 

Name. 

dec:l.mal 

cr n 

er 256~ 

cr 512+n 

cr '168+n 

er l02u+n 
, . ! ' 

cr'1.280+n 

cr l536+n 

cr l792+n 

,.sbif:t right 

Page 25 

Number": . Binary 

operations 

regular cycle .. 

short cycle. 

* regu~ c.yele, roundofr .. 

short. cycie, roundoff. 

regular cycle, cleJlr BR. 

short cycle, clear BR. 

. . * regular cycle, roundoff, clear BR ... 

short cycle, roundoff, clear BR. 

/125 11001 sr 

Shift the contents of AC and BR, excepting the sign digit, to the 
right n places (n is treated as reduced modulo 32).. The digits shi£ted 
right out of BRl.5 . are lost.. . The sign digit will be introduced into every 
digit position left vacant by the shift.. If an over£low condition exists, 
and if n modulo 32 is not equal to zer0.ll the over£1ow will be recovered 
on the first shift so that the result in AG and BR Will be the original 

i:mmdiv:i:dedby 2n , and the overflow condition will be cleared. (See 
"Overf"J.ow,~ po 27 .. ) 

If digit 6 of the instructioll" contains a "1, It, roundoff the magnitude 
of the number in AC aIidBR to 1.5 numerical digits. in AC. If roundoff' is 
specified, it occurs'after any shifting.,which may have· 'been specified • 
. The contents ot BR are not disturbed by too roundoff' process. 

If digit .5 of the ,instruction contains a ~l,D,ciearJBR.arter the 
shift ( if any) and roundoff (if any) have been execfuted. 

For convenience, the variations of the 81- instruction are given in 
the table below with their corresponding octil and decimal addresses: 
en is less than 32 decima1)~ 

*'... .. 
'Sinceit was anticipated that the combined feature "regular cycle, plus 
~oundoff.,would not normally be usefUl, equipment was saved by allowing 

" t~s cOlIlbination of operations to produce a result,which is not a:blays 
. the obvious. one... Pr~ammers ~ warned to avoid this combination unless 

- . they CSl.l .. ·~ce·'~Efappropriate-c-t§ifuil:.1 



Abbreviation 

octal. decimal 9l?erat ions " 

sr· n shift rightt 

sr512+n shift right,. round9ff~ 

srla24+n shift right, . clear BIt 

sr 1536+n 

print/punch 

If digit 7 of the instruction is a Dl,~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
{s~ ,!!:- agove);then actuate a key on the p:rr.ijl:~~!" co:lT~~on<ti.ng ~ .. ~~ 
<:on~!1'ts of digits ~15 of AG!! 

~ dig~t 7 of ~he instwction is a ItO,'! ~~~!"Ifl lt~~ ~C:~~. -, 
(s.~~ .. !£ ~b.9~), t,}lE:tll "punch a line of pa~r ~1lPe.~ llg+e .. Mz:j~~ions :L ~g9. . 
oIl t hEf-p1ll1(}hed i;ap6 c~rresponding to the contetl~~ p! @~ts. ~:L5 of A.Qt 
If d~&.i:t 6 of the'inst:r'llctiori E...!liS al.so a no,-. punph' the 7~h 1l~14:) . 
wsiti,ontt " .',',' . ,. . 

If 'digit 5 of the instruction is a ftl~ n clear HR' after the cyc:ling 
{-if arv} is completed~ ", ". . . . . _ __ 

,_.Thevariations, o~ the E instruct~(inare giwnip. the tab:t,e bel.c>w 
with their corresponding octal. and decunal addresses:"{n is less than 32 dec:imal.) .' . .' . '. . . . . .' ,. " . 

pr n 

:pr 400+0. 

pr 1000+0. 

pr 2000+il 

pr 2hoo+n 

pr 3000+n 

. decimal 

pr n 

pr 25601il 

pr 5i2+n 

. pr i02!i*n 

-pr; 1280'hl 

Pr 1536+n 

.. opel:!ations -", '. 

regular "cycle' 'nll'::puiich( incl~, 7th hole) t' 

reguicq:- cycle n,. print~ 

regular cycle n,. Punch (no 7th hole), 

regularcyele n~ punch Cillcl! 7th hole) 9c~ar Bli, 

regular cycle D.;tprint; clear BR~ 

regular. cycle n,. Punch {no 7th holeh c1ea:rBR~ 

( 
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. Abbreviation Name 
• • t_ • 

Number Binary 

rin read ill 1130 l1ll0' '.~ ri 

Read the next line of punched paper tape which is accompanied by a 
punch in the 7th hole position •. Put in BR 10-15' the 6-digit binary com
bination corresponding to the pattern of punches 0 Atter the read has been 
executed, perform ltrego1a.r cyclelt (see cr above) .. - ~- --- - -- --" 

If digit 5 of the instruction contains a tll~1t clear BR' after the 
. cycling (if any) is completed. 

·opk oPerate 1J3~. JJJ.ll 

. Perform 'a :function which is deterinined by the address ~. 

1£ k = 0, index the camera; that is, advance the camera film one 
£rame, ~ntarily closing the shutter while the film is in transit. 

If k = 2000 (octal) or 1024 (decimal), erase the stored display on 
the Typotron. 

If k = 1000+ii (octal), read a word from the card reader into BR. 

op 

The integer n, reduced modulo. 4.9 selects' f'r6mw~ch one of the .tour" columns 
of 16-bi t word positions the word will be reado . 

1£ k == 3000o+n (octal), punch in a card. the word contained in BR. 
The integer n, reduced modulo 4, selects into which One. of the four 
columns of 16-bit word positions the word will be punched. 

.. . For a further explanation of card reading' and punching, refer to the 
discussion of the mM card punch and reader (p. 32f) 0 , 

N:OTES ON THE mSTRuCTION'CODE 

. ._ . . Overflow ~ .Every- :instruction except ·:to (tr.ansfer on ()VerflOW) . 
and sr (shift right) performs an overf'low check to see whether-an 'Over.flow 
has: ~ctirred (due to the execution of a precedizig ·.ad or'su iristrtiction)~ 
1£ an overflow condition ensts, an OVerfloW a1a:rinis generated and the 
cOmputer stops. The alarm may be '"anticipated and nullified by inserting 
to or sr.b (where b f 0) into the program inmediate:q after the over£lOv
generat:ingad orsu.Note that sr 0 can.'· neither detect the oVer£1ow 
cOndition ri.w generate an alarm, hence arryoverflm condition must still 
be treated by a succeeding instruction~ Alternatively". the overf'low 
alarm may be manually suppressed, in which case overfiOH's may be ignored 
or detected at the progra.mmerl s discretioIbt With the overflow alarm 
suppressed,' however, if an overf'l.ow condition exists when a second over-
flow occurs, the oVer£low condition will automatically be canceledit . The 
pt.ogranmer must then remember that it he wishes to d.etecta specific. 
overflow, he mst insure that no over.flow condi.tion already exists at the . 
time the. overflow which he wishes to detect C>Ccurs. ·This can be accomplished 
by the execution of arry instrn.ction whiQh' removes an over£lOw condition, 
namely": !!t ~ !!!:..l? where b f 0, and!!!. 



.. ,',.,~. r 
~-- ..-: !' -. . 

. BecaUse of the circuit logiC chosen to band1e OVerflows" a 
. s1ight~mis1eading situation can arise in connection with overf'l.Ow alarms. 
It the overf'low alarm. is not suppressed,and if the to11owi..Dgsuccession 
ot events occur: 

1..In .ad or' Sa. instru.ctiOn .generates an overf'low; -- ...... ~ --- - - ~ - ~ ,.. .-.. '- -- .. .-

2 •. ~ immediate~ sUcceeding iDstruction is either: 
-- - - -

a. aD. aa.: or.Sii instruction whi~h generates a· second 
overllow" - .. . 

b. an !!:or et instruction which will clear an.y everfiow" 

the cOmputer Win stop with the master alarm. indicator ON;bo.t the over-
i"l.ow' al.8.rm. light will not be on. . 

. .. :fhe Rriel.d~-tehdg,,: instructions sof' andti-?.The tollowing 
portion ·of a program illustrates the use of the instl'lictl.on' 801' and tro. 

liOeation 

0-0 
0-1 

1-106 
1~107 
1';;'108 
1-109 
1-110 

1-111 

Instruction 

sof 1 
, tro 106 

ca 120 
sot 2 
ad 3S 
sof 1 
st 121 

tr 200 

- -~ 

E.f.tect 

Prepare to take next instruCtion 
from. regtster 106 ot field 1 

Add the contents of l-l2O to those 
'of 2-3S and.store the sum in 1-121. 

Go to register. 200 otfie1d 1 far 
the nexttnstruction .. 

, . Shifting len. An instruction which.sbirta a-l11l1Qber in 4C' 8.nd 
BRto. tbe lett has been omitted from HTC becauSe or. the reu,.tive~large 
am~t of equipment which it would require. By making use'qf'the ·short 
cycle-feature of' the or iIlstl"llCtion" the theoretical inst~tion Itshi.f"t 
left nit .can be simp:b" prO~aumed by the following triple of'instructions: 

octal 

cr 437~n 
. sr n 

cr437-n 

. decimal 

~ 287-n 
sr n 
or 287-n 

Under certain circumsiances, ,"shift left nR may- be appro~ted bY ,the 
firstcr instruction· alone. -

( 
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EXECUTION TIMES OF INSTRUCTIONS 

Individual instruction. execution times.. Given in the chart 
on the next page are the times for the execution of instructions which 
are stored in panel or core memory and which refer to operands in either 
panel or core memory.. The times in the table, calculated from-information 
shown oit-b1ock schematic drawings of the control element; may be-in error 
by an estimated +5 per cent.. Since indi.Vidua1 instruction execution 
times are not constant for instructions stored on, or referring to, the 
magnetic drum, they are not included in the. chart .. 

Average instruction times" Estimates of average inStruction 
times for MTG programs are given in the table below. The assumptions on 
which this table is based are that programs cons:Lst of no in-ou.t instructions 
(ds,ch, md, pr,ri,. andop), 5%mh instructions, and 5J""transferinstruc- . 
tiOns-rtr;-tro, tn, tno, and to),,-Data is. assumed to be at random on the 
drum; them:ore ordered the data, the shorter will be the average instruction;' 
time for instructions stored in panel or core memories which refer to 
data on the drum .. 

, 

I 
I 

Instructions 
refer tOg 

Instructionsing 
-

Panel Core 
Memory Memory 

Panel 13 .. -8 14.3 Memory 

Core 
Memory 1206 1301 

Drum 10,300 10,1)300 Memory 

AVERAGE mc INSTRUCTION 
EXECUTION TIMES (~sec) 

Drum 
Memory 

1182 

1182 

-

20,600 

TIMING RESTRICTIONS DUE TO DRUMMH:MORY <. 

Because wri tingon the magnetic drum creates transient 
conditions in the drum cireuitswhich persist for abou.t 40p.sec~ any 
attempt to read from the drum within 40 ~sec after writing maY result in 
an erroneous word being read. There is at present no circuitry which 
will automatically guard aga:inst this occurrence, hence it is the pro
grammer's responsibility to do SOo 



_ There is actUally a very small probability, however~· that this 
situation -,~ri.llarise in nOl'malprograms.ln view of this faci;,it may 
well be appropriate for the programmer not to consider the problem unless 
heencountersotberwise unexPlainable dram parity alarms dUring the 
operation of his program. 

For programmers who do wish to take the problem into account, 
the following discussion is presentedo 

Rules-for determi njng .. di.sallow.edu c.ombinations of instructions 
can be devised from the following facts: 

1.Tbe physical. seqo.ence of addresses on the drum surface is 

''?' 128, 256, 0 • 0 J28n, • 0 0 1792 1920, 

1,; 129, 257, 0 • • 128n+1~ 0- 0 • 1793, 1921, 

· -. • 
• 0 .. 
k, ~8+k, 256+k, '-. • 0 128n+k,' • • 0 1792+k, 1920+k, 

• • 0 

• 0 • 

126, 254, 382, • 0 0- 128n+126g • • 0 1918, 20h6, 

127, 255, 383, 0- .. • 128n+127, 0- .. .. i919, 20h7 .. 

(where 0 ~ n :Ii 15;. o ~ k ~ 127~-) 

20 Adjaeent register positions orl tm drum arrive under the 
drum read-wri te heads at interval.s of 10 Ilsec. 

30 If··an: instruction is being. taken from drum address x, the 
"program· timing cyc1eft of~'le instruction must have-begun more than 13 
Ilsec before the drmn register x arrives under the heads. 

ho -ifa -word is being read from the drum by an instruction, 
the instruction must have begun more than 18 Ilsec beforetm se1ected 
register arrives under the heads. 

·'L'.', :"Froin~'the:;above facts:. a . precise::)rtile'cali:be derived: Fora 
given reference to the drum which involves readirig a ·wold from the drum, 
no part of an instruction lfhich writes on the drum (1..e .. , ~,ra, or!!) 
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\ 
EXECUTION TIMES* FOR ' ' 

INSTRUCT.~'?~S W~CH REFER TO ,ME¥OR Y 

EXECUTION TIMES* FOR 

INSTRUCTIOl'lS WHICH DO NOT REFER TO MEMORY 

Instruction in Instruction in INSTRUCTION Instruction in Instruction in 
PANEL, Memory CORE Memory PANEL Memory CORE Memory 

INSTRUCTION I Address Part Address Part Address Part 
Refers to Refers to Refers to 
PANEL Memory CORE Memory PANEL Memory 

ha (note 1) 10.8 fJ.s ' 11. 3 fJ.s 11.3 IJ.s 

, mh (note Z) 5 1. 7 + O. 5q IJ.s 5 1. 7 + O. 5q IJ.s 5Z. Z + O. 5q IJ.s 

ds 19 IJ.s 19 fJ.s 19 IJ.s 

id 11. 7 IJ.s 10.4 IJ.s lZ. Z IJ.s 

st 11. 3 IJ.s 11. 3 IJ.s 11.81J.s 

ra 14.4 IJ.s 16. 6 IJ.~ 14.9 IJ.S 

rf 14.4 IJ.s 16 .. 6 IJ.S 14.9 IJ.s 

ca 11. 7 IJ.s 10.4 IJ.s lZ. Z IJ.s 

ad 11.7 IJ.s 10.4 IJ.s lZ. Z IJ.s 

cs 11.7 IJ.s 10.41J.s lZ. Z IJ.S 

su 11.7 IJ.s 10.4 IJ.s lZ. Z IJ.S 

et 11. 7 IJ.s 10.4 IJ.s lZ. Z fJ.s 

ch: 

Charactron Z50 IJ.s Z50 IJ.s Z50 IJ.s Vector 

Charactron ZZ5 IJ.s ZZ5 IJ.s ZZ5 IJ.s Character 

Typotron Z90 IJ.s Z90 IJ.s Z90 IJ.S Character 

sm 12.0 IJ.s 12.0 IJ.s 12.5 IJ.s 

* Estimated accuracyoiti~~~~~-~T:!: 5 percent. 

Note 1. Although 'ha does not make use of an operand from memory, the 
address part of the instruction ~everthe1ess refers to one. 

Note 2. Where q = the number of binary ONES in the positive magnitude 
of the number of AC' before execution. 

Address Part tr 9.5 fJ.S 10.0 fJ.s 
Refers to tro 9.5 fJ.s 10.0 fJ.s CORE Memory 

tn 9.5 fJ.S 10.0 fJ.s 
11.8 IJ.s 

9.5' IJ.S 
5Z.Z+0.5qlJ.s tno 10.0 fJ.s 

19 IJ.s 
md 9.3 IJ.S 9.3 IJ.s 

sof 9. 1 IJ.S 9.6 IJ.S 
10.9 IJ.S ; 

ll.8 IJ.s 
to 9.5 IJ.S 10.0 fJ.S 

17. 1 IJ.s 
cr (note 3) 9.3 +. 73n fJ.S 9.8 + • 73n IJ.S 

17. 1 IJ.s 
sr (note 3) 9.3 + 73n IJ.S 9.8 + .73n IJ.s 

10.9 IJ.S 
pr (punch) 83 ins i 83 ms I 

-" 
, 

10.9 IJ.S 
, pr (print): 

10.9 IJ.S 
' Carriage return I ZOO-500 ~s ,~ I ZOO-500 ms 
or tabulation 

10.9 fJ.S Characters and 
10.9 IJ.s other machine I - , I 1Z5 ms ,\ , 1Z5 .ms ' .. -

functions 

ri (Ferranti) 4.8 ms---- \ 4.8 -ins 
Z50 IJ.s ----,-, _. 

ri (F1exo) llO ,ms I 110,ms 

ZZ5 IJ.s op (index camera) 1.4 sec 1. 4 sec 

op (erase Typotron) 40 IJ.s 40 IJ.s 

290 IJ.S op (card reader) (Note 4) (Note 4) 

12.5 IJ.s 
op (card punch) (Note 4) (Note 4) 

Note 3. Where n = the number of steps in the shifting or cycling opera-
l_ - " ti.o!l't, ' , ___ ... __ L lNOf,e '4:-Tlie-, execut,lO,n, hmes of the op mstruc,tlo,n, s associated with the 

card reader and punch are rotally dependent on the mechanical 
positions of the reader and punch. After either has come up to 
speed, the rate of reading or punching is 48 words (= 1 card) in 

I. 
, ". __ 10. 6 -~~~conds,',or ~tla_v_e..r~ge of 8~~~d-s pe·rsecon~:-'[ ____ .. " 

I'iNDiVIDUAL~T-CINS TRifC-TioN"-EXECUJlON TIMES* I 
AS OF 21 MARCH 1955 'I -,- .. --,- ---.. -- ... --.... "--,,,--'''--- - .. ·-----T -.. '" ". , .. " .. 

! 
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may ruive been performed in the preceding 2.7 lLsec in the case of #3 above, 
or in the preceding 22 lLsec in tl:e case of lib. above .. 

When maxi mum program speed is not essential, the rule can be 
simplified: If an instruction is stored at drum register x or has an 
address part specifying drum register x, the· 25 lLsec interval preceding 
the execut~on· of such an instruction nmS't not contain any part of an 
iiistructioIlwbich causes writing in the three drum registers immediately 
preceding :register x. . 



. CAtlD EQUIPMENT 

.. . . . ". . Card puOOh. . The card punch is Par.t of an I.BH Si3 Re~oducing 
Punch, Suitab~ modified to operate under c~put~r control •. This urdt 
can "punch IBM cards .m.amaxilmmi.rateof' 100 caras Per ·miDute, with 48 
~bit binari woros to a caN.· Puncti;ng.fo11.ows t:tJeusual conventic)11:-
a hole stands. f'or a binary "1,"" andtbe abseDce at. a· punchmdicates a . 
binary ItO.It .~ binary words are nor.ma:lly punched in card. columns 17-80,· 
in· 12 %'OilS of' 4 words each; starting. with . the. "Dines," ·or bottom, TOW. 

other, punching .:rormats are possible by- providing diff'erent plugboard 
connections. (-Refer to "Card ·Hachine Contro1s,~ p. 69£, l 

. . The carci-pw:iCb is actuated by" the tiistructi<;>n :oF 3QOOtn m_ 

e octal). This instruction punches the word· contained in BR into word 
position 0, 1, 2, or 3 (accOrding to the value of' n taken modUlo 4) of' . 
the, next row not a:J.:ready eoinpleted. The "e.a..rdpuneh~ircuits require that 
exaetq 48 instructions op 3000of:n be gi. van .for each. card- to be pgnched. 
In these 48 iristructions the valile of··n modulo 4 should be successiveq 
0, 1.-, 2, 3, 0, i, 2, 3, 0, etc. A convenient wqto program these values 

of'it is to iiidex the instrneti6n op 3000+n by "adding 1·X".2-1S to the " 
instruction itself f'or each succeeding word to be punched. 'lb.e resulting 
sequence of instructions to punch 48 wordS wOllld thus be:· 

op 3000, op 3001, op 3002 .. ~o .. 0 0 ·0 Op 30S7 (octal).· 

Stilee once a card is started through the punching mechanism 
it proceeds ata conStant rate, there are restrictions on the aliowable 
intervals between the punching instructions: 

1. Between the first and last of the four instructions which 
pwich words in the same·· row . on a card not more than It. 
milliseconds may elapseb 

2~ Between the instruction which punche.s" the last word in one 
row: and the 1nstmction which.. punches the first word in the 
next row (on the same card) not more than 36 milliseconds, 
may elapseo . . " 

If' either of' the above restrictions is . violated, the punch will issue" a 
card machine alarm, and the computer will. stop.· " 

If' it is desired to keep· the punch operating at its maxinnm 
rate of 100 cards per minute, an additional. timing restriction must be 
observed; between the instruction ·which punches the last (h8th) word on 
a card and the instrUction which punches· the first word on the sUcceeding 
card not more than 24 milliseconds :mq elapse. 
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Card reader. The card reader is part of an IBM513,Reprciducing 
Punch, modified to· provide proper signals to the computer. This unit can 
read IBM cards at a maximum rate of 100 cards per minute. The cards are 
normally read as though they contained 16-bi t binary words in colUmns. 
17-80, in 12 rows of 4 words eachSJ starting with the ~nines,11' or bottom, 
row. By providing different plugboard connectionsSJ however, any 64 of . 
the to~ of 80 card colllIOIls can be read in any configuration. (Refer 
toDCard Machine Controlss l1' po69f.) 

The card reader is actuated by the instruction op .1OOO+n 
(octal). This instruction reads into BR the word contained in word 
position 0, 1, 2, or 3 (according' to the value of n taken modulo 4) of 
the next row not already finished. The card reading circuits require 
that exactly 48 instructions op 1000+n be given for each card to be read. 
In these 48 instructions the value of n' modulo 4 should be successi ve~ 
0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, --2, 3" OSJ etc. A. convenient way to program these values 

of n is to index thein~lUction"op. lOOO+n by adding l' x 2-15 to the 
instruction itself for each succeeding.word to be reade The resulting 
sequence of instru.ctions to read 48 words would thus be: 

op 1000, op 1001, op 1002 0 0 it 0 ..... op 1057 (octal). 

Since once a· card. is started through tre reading mechanism 
it' proceeds at a constant rate, there "are restrictions on the allowable 
intervals between the reading instructions: 

1.. Between the first and last of the four instru.ctions 
which read words in the same row on a card not more than 
12 milliseconds may elapse. 

20 Between the instruction which reads the last word in one 
row and the instruction which reads the first word iii. the 
next: row (on the same card) not . more than 28 milliseconds 
may elapse. 

If either of the above restrictions is violated," the reader will issue a 
card machine alarm, and the computer will stop. 

If it is desired to keep the reader operating at its maximum 
rate of 100 cards per minute, an additional timing restriction must be 
observed: between the instruction which reads the last (48th) word on a 
card and the instruction which reads the first word· on the succeeding 
card not more than 24 milliseconds may elapse 0 

DATA LINK EQUIPEENT 

Data Link Converter (AN/GKA-l).. The AN/GKA.-l Data Link 
Converter is part of the AN/GKA-l Data Link. The function of the converter 
is to receive and store in a relay register the 12-bit digital messages 
arriving on a marmally-designated subcarrier frequency. The execution of 
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the special. -instructionst LRh will put tm _. ·-mmieIi:t;- of the- Iatest 12-bit 
message into digi.t pOsitiOnsL to 15 of I..R4 ~ at adih'ess 0;..77"-
octa1); Positions 0-3 will contain- ONEs. At the tlmethe Program reqUests 
a message by' at LRh, however, the relqs in the converter may be in the 
process of transition to a new message. Henee it ismeessar.y for tn.e 
programmer to reqUest the. message several, times' at intervals 'comparatile 
to-a--relq operate-time (about 3 milJiseconds). ThiS must be repeated 
untU the same message has been received in response to two sliccessi ve 
requests. 

All transfer instructions (tn' tn, tro,tno, and· to) reset 
'mb. to negative zero. This resetting ctlOn is needed in CODneetiOn 
wi th Obaractron and 'fYpotron displays, bo.t it must be disabled when IBlt. . 
is required in a program. using the Data Link Converter. This is done by 
unpJngging the single coax cable at 0308 J3-6. 

. . Digital Data Transmitter and Receiver.. A Digital Data Trans-
Dlitter . (Dm) and a Digital Data Receiver (rnR) together provide a facility
for transmitting digital messages over a telephone circo.it.Hl'C -is equipped 
llith both a DDT and a DDR so that it can transmit. messages to, or receive 
messages from, similar equipment ata remote point. 

A message consists of a train of pulses representing binary 
ZEROs, binary- ONEs, and synchronizing (SYNC) signals. The rate at which 
these pulses are transmitted is te2'med the -data ratelt and is either 
1300 or 1600 pps (po.1ses per second). The data rate and the structure, 
or format, of a message depends on the exact use to which tIE message 
will be put. 

Instructions tor programming the transmission of a message 
are given as roles and explanations in the following numbered paragraphS: 

- - - - _. ~ . 

I. In order to transmit a message, the computer program must 
specify to the DDT at each pulse period'f" which one of the three types of 
pulses should be transmitted. Each of the types of pulses is designated 
by a 2-bit bfua.t"y code: 

-PUlse 

ZERO 

ONE 

SYNC 

PulseOode 

00 

01 

10 

*The pulse ~riod _ is the interval between the eni of one pulse and the 
end of the succeeding pulse.. Numerically- this is equal to the reciprOcal 
of the data rate .. 
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To instruct the DDT to transmit a particular pulse, the program plaCes 
the binary code designation for the desired pulse into digit positions 
2 and 3 of LR3 (normally at address 0-51 octal) .. 

20 The start of a. message is indicated by" a SYNC pulse; The 
ciriru.1.t design of the DDR requires that this SYNC" prilse be immediately 
preceded'''by at least one binary ZERO, and followed bY either a binary 

-.~"ZERO. or ano~her SYNC pulseo 

3. In addition to speci.fying the type of pulse to be trans
mitted each pulse period, the program must generate timingsigna.ls"-for 
the DDT. Timing signals are supplied ordinarily by coIiIp1ementing-"the" 
contents of digit position 6 of LR3 -at the start of each pulse period. 
The circuit design of the DDR requfresll howeverll that every individual 
SYNC pulse (or the first' of a pair ef adjacent SYNC pulses) be accompanied 
by a Ifllt in digit 6, regardless of its contents during the preceding 
jmlse period.. Restated, each message nm.st start with "a: timiiigdigit of _ 
Itl, It and this digit must be alternately 19 Oll III 0, etc., for the entire 
message (and until the start of the next message) .. 

4.. The program must also supply a carrier frequency Sub
harmonic.. For a data rate of 1300 PPSll this is accomplished by comp1e"~ 
menting the contents of digit position 5 of -LR3once at the start of each
pulse period.. For 1600 ppSll complement digit 5 at alternate pulse periods. 

5.. The program must place the pulse codes and t~ timiilg and 
carrier generation digits in LR3 at preciSely the data rate .. _ In order 
to do thiS, the program is synchronized with an external timing pulse 
generator" (TPG) which .restarts the program at a frequency e~ to the 
data rate. For this ~echniqUe to be effective, however.? the program. . 
nm.stcome toa hilt before the TPG generates the next REST..&RTpulse_o. 
Hence the total- execution time of the program must be less than one pulse 
period.. (r:rtlie data rate is 1300 pps, the pulse period is 769 p.see-; 
for 1600 PPsllthe period is 667 p.seco) . 

60 The first action taken by the program after it-is restarted 
is to store new pulselltimingll and carrier ihf'ormatioo in IB.3"This 
in.fo~tion must not 'be disturbed lIDtil the beginning of the next pulse 
·period~ 

-'7. A sample outline of a program for 1600pps transmission 
and an even-riumberof pulses "per message (including SYNC) 'is as follows: 



Instruction 

A ad B 
ad C 
ra B 
sot 0 

ha -

at 51 (Ul3) 
sot ( ) 

tr A 

B ha ( ) 

C 0.01000 

] 
1 
J 

Function 

determine tl.ming control code 
for next pulse period 

wait for next timed RESTART pulse 

store .in LR3 the pulse and timing 
control codes to be transmitted 

obtain code or mxt pulse .. to be 
tranSmitted; retain it in AC2 
and AC3 ' 

(ACh must contain a zero at this point) 

temporary storage for current -tilirl.llg-
control code (in digit positions-S and 6) 

octal constant for generating next 
timing control code 

F9r programming the reception of a message 'Via a DDR, the 
roles are qUite simple: Each time a pulse is racei ved from the telephone 
line, the DDR places the complement of the correspond;Lng 2-hitpulse code 
into digit positions 0 and 1 of mh (positions ,2 through lS will contain 
ONEs) and at the same time issues a RESTART pulse to the canputer. 
RESTART pulses will occur at a frequency equal to the data rate of the 
incoming message. The program must come to a halt before the DDR generates 
the next RESTART pulse, hence the total execution time of the' program. 
must be less than 1 pulse period (reter to paragraph h above) .. 
(Hote: LRh is normally addressed 0-77 octalo) 

A suggested outline of a program to recei va messages vi.a the 
DDR is as tollows: 

Instruction 

ha "" 

sot 0 
cs 77 (LRh) 
sof 1 

tn A 
su B 
tn C 

Ro.hoooo 

] 
wait for next timed RESTART pulse 

analyze code of 
neg if SYNC pulse) 

neg if ZERO pulse, received pulse 
pos if ONE pulse 

octal constant tor testing whether 
code is for ONE or ZERO pulse 

( 
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All transfer instruciiions- (~ tn~ tro, tilo, arid to)- reset-LR3 
ana--lBh -to--negative zero. -'!'bis resetting function is ileededfu Connection 
with CbBractron ana Typotron- displ..a.ys, but it nmst be" disabled whenLR3 
or IBh are required in -a program using· tm DDT or DDR. This is done by" 
llD.plug~g the single coax cable at C308 J3-6. 

DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 

Camera. !he Fairchild Scope Recording Camera is normally" fitted 
to a 12ft diSPlaN" scope. The camera shutter is -normally -open. The e%ecution 
of the -instruction op -0 (tttiidex cameralt) adVarices- the film to the next 
unexposed frame, mOmentarily closing -the camera_ shutter whUe the film- 1s 
in trans1 t. The S?..Q. instruction requires about 1.4 seconds. A- "frame 
numberll for each exposure is visible on the outside of the camera unit, 
and is photograpbicall;r recorded on each frame of exposed filni. 

Everything displayed in_ the interval between two index operations 
will be recorded on a single frame of film. To photograph a series of 
programmed displays, then an initial indexing is required to bring into 
position an unexposed frame of film. A.:rter each display to be recorded -
on a single frame is completed, the camera must be indexed to a new frame. 
The camera must be indexed at least once after the last recOrded display 
in a program in order to prevent" displays by succeeding programs .from 
being recorded on the same frame .. 

_ - -Charactron and. Typotrono The Charactron is a special 19ft 

scope which is equipped to display alphanumerical. characters, selected 
other symbols, points, and vectors. It has facUities for dinming of 
characters, for manually selecting for display onl3r information .accoinparded 
by c~rtain identi:fication codes, and for expansion (Under manual. control) 
of any- part of the display.. The Typotron is a second special Sit scope" 
which can display alphanumerical characters and selected other symbols. 
The Typotron has the unique' ability to retain a display for· an indefinite 
period:· any- pattern once displayed on the Typotron phosphor mosaic _is 
held without flicker until the whole· surf'ace is erased. by the instruction 
op 2000 (octal). For illustrations of the characters possible on the 
Charactron, refer to the MIT Matrix Mod X in tm appendix.. For Typotron 
characters, see MIT Matrix Mod XI in the appendix. A detailed description 
of the controls and mounting console for the Charaetron and Typotron can 
be found in Memorandum 6DR-127, AN!J!&).-7 Display -Console Specifications. 

The Cliaractron has a dual deflection system---slow (electro
magnetic, with a setup time of about 40 (.Lsec) and fast (electrostatic" 
wi th a setup time of about· 20 (.Lsec) 0 The e1ctrostatic system provides 
l1mi.ted deflection (5 bits each of y and x, col'Tesponding to a .31 by" 31 
square array of contiguous symbols) and in tlB Charactron is intended to 
be superimposed on a central deflection set up by the electromagnetic 
Circuits" which gi va f'u11 deflection within a 1211 inscribed squareo 

" -



!he ma1n(e1ectromagnetlc) detlection of' the Cliaiaetron beam 
is fixed by the conumts of LRl.and JB2 (normally assigned-the -octal. 
address 0-61 and 0-62). .Tb:i.rte.ea bits_ each.oty..; andX~.nectioii-
.values are inserted respectivell" as. sigr;tedbi.D.a.ry .. nu:mb.ers in digit positions 
0-12. 1'0 diSP1a3"' a vector, one loads m5 (ncmoal.lT·at a~SfI 0..50 octa1) 
with signed vector eanponents:. a sign and 6 numerica1 bits of y tn <ti.gits 
0-6, a sign and 6 numerical. bits or x in digits 9-15. Ifa cliaracter-- . 
rather than a vector is desired, however, vector components are sUperfluous. 
The Accumulator :must hold a word containing certaiD. control information: 

digit 0: 

digit 1: 

digit 2: 

digit 3: 

digit h: 

digits 5-6: 

digits 7-15: 

·0" for no vector, "1" for vector 

"0" for defocus (used with characters), "lit 
for focus (used with points and vectors) 

.0. tor bright, "l" for dim. 

ItOIt for ~actron, ("lit for Typotron) 

"0· for normal operation, "lit.' toremave 
compensation.fDr·purposes of_testing 

feature selection code (explained below) 

category selection code (explained below) 

Digit positions 5-15 of the control word contain two identi:ty:ing codes .. 
A display or any symbol will not be visible unless the manual selection 
switches on the cons ole corresponding to . both these codes have been turned 
OR. i'wo independent sets of identi.fying codes and selection switches' 
have been provided, called "feature selection" and "categor,y selection." 
The feature is identified by a 2-bit code in AC 5 and 6, and the category 
by a 9-bit code in AC 7-15, according to the following scheme: 

Feature Feature code 
(binary) 

A 00 

B 01 

C 10 

D II 

( 
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Category- Category--code 
(octal) 

1 001 

2 002 

3 004 

4 010 

5 . o~o 

6 040 

7 100 

8 200 

9 401 

10 h02 
--

U 404 

J2 410 
... ;:' 

13 420 

.J.h b40 ,-

15 soo .. ' 

16 600 
. ~ .... . 

:rn normB.l usage, wherein a disp1a;y ftmessageU is ___ composed of· several 
rOws o:f cmracters, all. c~aracters in a giJren messa&e.' ~ given .the Elame 
category, and dif'f'erentgrQllPs of' characters are. gi.:ven dif'f'erent f'eature 
codes. By manipulating tlleswitches on thedi..splay console, the operator·-'-. 
can select the _ categories of' messages he wishes to see, and' which. f'eatures 
or sets of' charaCters he desjres to see within each message • 

. It is -possible 'to assign a ·pa:rtieu1ar di..spJ.q,. to as DJa17T as
eight categories simultaneous:q-, although it can have onJi anef'eature. 
!he console switching is rather .:flexible:' some f'eatm'-es or categories 
:ma;y be f'orced (i.e.~, cannot be suppressed),. and some can. be displ.qed . 

. dim by manual. option if switching is .-suitabl;rm~d. _ For the exact 
possibilities of' category and f'eature· switching_and the ass(JCiated pro~ - - : 
gr8DlDi.ng details, the'- prograDlIler shOuld._contactthe Group 62 Displq S~ction. 
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. . . ~ instruction which gives the colJlln8nd to- dlsjll.a,- is -the -
Oliaractron-TiPotron display instruction ch. q. At the-address -q -must be 
stored a wordwhieh gives in digits 1O-l5'the code fortlB c~cter to 
be displayed, and in digits 0-9 the Itformat" "jlositian of the character. 
The 6-bit ,character code in digits'1O-15 actUaJ.:q- specifies the .pOsition 
which the desired character occupies in an 8 by 8 cbaracter .ma.tr.lx 
(illustrated ill the draring 'lfiT Matrix Mod X·in the appendix'ti··~ -
positive binary llI1lIlber in digits 10 ... ]2 selects 1#he row tv-pOSition) in 
the inatrix:; that in digits13 ... 15selscts the column (x-position). _!he -
signedbin~ nmnber in' digits 0-1,. selscts the y-pos:ttl.on of the character 
in the '31 Qy 31 rormat array whose center was previousl1" dete:rmi.Ded by 
the main Y- and X-def'lsctiOn values in Illl and- IR20 Simn arl1" the number 
in digits 5-9 selects the analogous x-Position. Adjacent symbols in the 
format array are normally . Positioned' at locations separated by 1/8 
(binary OoOOlD}. Note that binary 0.0000 is· eqni.val.ent to ·l.llll when 
giving the y and x coordinates in the formato 

. . TO'SUlIIIl8rize, at the time the cb instruction is given, the 
contents of certain regis ters is as folloWS::.' . 

tR1 

LR2 

IR5 

AC 

q 

!:Y.(13 bits) 
, 

.. 

+X (13 bits) - . -.. 
, 

~(7 bi~) ( 1 J- 't!'. (7· bits):'.:::: 

(16 bits) , -. 
. . 

':7 (5 bit~?1 ~~·'·(S.bi~S)1 . C. (6. bits) 
. -

I 
position of 
center of 
31 by3l.· 
format a.rFaY' 

'vector comPOnents 
(if necessary) 

control word' 

format defle~tion; 
character code. 

If the control intormatlonin the Accumulator is not to be . 
changed (as is usuaJ4r" the case~, the r~ining characters of this ttformat~ 
mq be displ.qed by repeated ch'instructions. 

. . • !he execution of any transfer instrUction (name~ tr '~tro, iOO; or·.:!2)· clears the circuits which provide the ma:~~ic delrection of' 
he beam... !b.efirst ch. instruction. following such a' transfer- Will '. 

activate the magneti.c-deflscticu).: circuits and. set ~e.m up iii accordance 
with the, contents of LRl ,andLR2. O~ the first ch after any transfer' 
instro.cti.on is involved in setting up themagneticdefiection" and. the .. ": 
contents of· Im. and LR2 are' us~d on1¥" during the execution' of this first' 

'ch. It istheref'ore necessary-.to precede the first of a seri.~s of ch '," 
. tnstrtlcti~s (all of 'which utilize the Same magnetic def'lsction of the .. ' 

beam) by a loading ofIRland' LR2 with thE!apprOpriate deflection values, 
~d bya transfer instruction .. ' The loading must follow the 'transfer' 
instruction. . . ( 

\. 
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Here is an example of' a Charactron displCW instruction cycle 
which will generate the display shown in the accompanying illnstratiQn: 

ca 
sof' 
at 

sor 
ea 
sof 
at 

sof 
ca 

sof 
at 

sof 
ca 

ch 

ca 

ch 

RC Y 
0 
61 (LlU) 

1 
RC X 
0 
62 (IB2) 

1 
RC .0.001000. 00 ~ "-" . 

y x 

0 
50 (m5) 

1 
RC 1.100 010 000 000 010 

RC~~~ 
- """ y x vector 

. } Set up Y defiection 

1 set up X def1ection 
I ,., 

I .. f set up vector 

) 
Obtai." n contro .. 1 word ( v~tor .. , 
focus, bright, Cbaraetron, 
.feature B, category 2) . 

1 Display vector 
~ 

RC 0.000 011 000 000 010 1 Obtain control word 
J (Character, de.focus, bright, 

Charactron, feature C, 
category 2) 

RC ~O?lQ ~ ~ (A) " 
y x character 

eh RC 0.0010 11001 011 no (B) 
ch RC . 0.0010 nOll 101 110 (c) 
ch RC'" O.OOlOlllOLllO 001 (D) 
ch RC 0.0000 11101110 110 (E) 
ch RC 1.1101 11011 00.0 no (F) 
ch ,RC 1.nOl 11101 101 000 (G) 

Disp~ 8 characters at 
specified"lOcationS in 
31 by 31 format array 

~ GO 0 rci,cn a. te.s 
" (~Tr'\o."'Lj) 

D.O I () O-l---+--I--+-"--+-+-'-~ .L __ .J +-
'" - v e.c...t..o r 

--e. 001 U:+~k-t"'~t--I:++--I--;~ 

0.0000 1111-t!~~=1---

-I.-I-- /- (j"/-+--+---I--t-+--'-"---+---I 

/./01/ - - - () <l - () -- <;;) () -- ~ ~ - 'a Q 
<) .,.... ~ <:I - --.: - (:) c) - - -'- -- ./ 

x.. coo rtl. i \'\11. tes 

(b~Y\a.r~) 



, ..• ,' . The 1',yj?otron technique is like that for the Charactron but 
considerabli simpler bycert8.in· omissions:l ... : 

10· He:> magnetic deflection is used 

2.. No vectors can be displayed 

3.. The only control information required inA.Cisin 
digits ? and 4:: ... 

digit 3: 

digit 4:: 

81" .. for iYPotron displa¥' 

ItOIt for normal display .\I ·"1 It. to· reniOve 
compensation for thepurpo~e of testingo 

The characters possible on the Typotron are illustrated in MIT Matrix 
Mod XI, and the character codes are given in the chart Typotron Code~, 
MIT Matrix Mod XI.\! both in the appendix" It may Prove USeful to no~ 
that the character codes for capital letters and :for numerical digit:s are 

. identical for both 'l)potron ani Chara~tron... . 

. :Heinory~dress scor; ... The "memory-address scope" orltmemqry 
scopeft is a displ~ which is limited to points in a 64 x 64 array, e~h . 
position in the. array . corresponding to 1 of'·4096 possible memoryad~s$e8o 
!he purpose of the memory scope is to Provide a visual means of obsel"V'ing 
some in~rnal .. computer f'nnctionsassociated wi.th.memory. The memory scope 
does not' exist as a.'Piwsieal_ unit.,. but. can be' observed by switching tlie 
12' 1/2ft: mO:b.itor scope unit to Itmemory display,,1t . 

When operated in the "programmed mode,~ the memory scope ~~ 
set up and intensified· by the instruction mdx. The point in the 64·~ 64 
array which is intensified is detenninedby .theaddr.esspartxo . Ref'~t- to 
page 23 f'o~ diagram of the correspondence between points and selecte4 
addresses .. ' .. 

"~ . 

A second mocle·of operation·of the memory-scope ispossiblet" 
i'hia mode is' called "Automatic Memory\DisiJ:1.ay, lf and is achieved by rtinning 
the computer with the If Suppress Operation Tiniinglt switch' ON .... The cODJ,puter 
will then refer to all core memory addresses in sequence., Thememory 
scope automatically displays a pattern which corresponis to the. binmrY 
contents Qf the'memoty digit plane selected by a 17-position ltdigit 
selectoT switchoD 

. . Plotting scope ~. . The 'tiplotting ~copetf is notaspehifiC. sQPpe 
unit, but. rather an oscilloscope output dis.play· which. may. bevi'sible QD 
sever4 s~opeunitso The purpose of' the plotting scope is to enable ~be 
computer'to present output information plotted on a pointm.by-point b4~;i.~o 

( 
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The plotting scope system now embraces two scope units, which 
are deflected in parallel and intensified simultaneously: 

1) A 12 1/21t monitor mounted on the operating console, 

2) A 12ft scope semipe:nnanently fi tted with' a' Fairchild Scope 
Becording Camera which is operated under computer control 
(see .Camera above). 

A single point is displayed on the plotting' scope' by the ciS' 
instruction," each -point requiring about 19p.see. . The contents ofACat 
the time the instruction ·ds .x is executed deterDdne the vertical 
position-Y, while the contents of register x determine the horizontal 
positionX.The Cartesian coordinates X and Y determirie the position of 
the intensified point with respect to the origin at the center of the 
scope face. Positi.ve values of X and Y represent distances to the right 
and upward respectively. The lim.i. ts of the .. deflection correspond to the 

numbers (-1 ... 2-9) and ... 1 - 2-9). 

XD-lDisplay· Test Setup. Four fields of the magnetic drum 
memory have been wired as an output buffer. This arrangement makes it 
possible for MTC to simulate in a limited manner the XD-l diSPla.v drums. 
Ei.ther one '.ID and one RD fiel-d, or tvo DD fields, can be simulated. 
Fields 7, 8, 9, and 10 of drum 'memory have each been provided with an extra 
set of read-write heads, wired such that the four 16-bit fields appear 
as two 32-bit fields. The left and right halves of the 32-bit field 
designa~d ItAII are made up of the drum memory fields 9 and 10 respectively. 
The left and right halves of field "BIt are drum mem.or,y fields 7 arid 8 
respectively. Either field A or field B will always be selected and will 
transmit e.very 32-bit word whi.ch. passes under the associated heads, 
entirely independently of ~y references made to drum memory by the 
computer. At the XD-1 dispUw generation frames each 32-bit word will 
be accepted or rejected according to the plan described below. 

When Tn-RD simulation is desired, field A represents one . 
field of the Tn drIlm and field B represents one field of the RD drum. 
Field A is then considered by the XD-l display equipment to consist of 
256 840rd slots (groups of 8 physically adjacent registers), and fieldB 
of 2048 1-word slots. Wh9Jl a Start-TD pulse is generated in the XD-l 
SOG frame, field A is selected, one drum revolution elapses, then, starting 
with drum. register 761 decimal (1371 octal), every 13th slot is accepted. 
A:fter 13 drum revolutions all 256 slots of field A have been accep~d. 
Next a Start':'RD pulse is generated to select field B, one drum. revolution 
elapses..,. then a~starting with drum registel- l273 deCimal." (2371 oet.aJ.l, 
eVery 7th 'Siot (1-word_ slQtl.is .accepted. After 7. drum revollltions . all _ 
2048 slots of field B have been. acceptedo. . A Start-TD pulse is again 
generated and the entire displq cycle repeatso 
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WhenDDsimu1ationis :desired, fields A andBa1~rnately 
represent the -DD- drum.. Both fields are considered by tb,eXD':"l diSplay 
eqUipment to consist of 204R l-word slots each.. When a Start-DD pulse is 
generated in theXD-l,DDG, 'the nonselectedfield becomes the selected one, 
64drwn revolutions elapse, . and then,. starting with drum re~ster 761 .' . 
deCimal (137L octal), every 63rd slot is accepted.. A.tter 63 drum revolutions 
an 2048' slots of o11e field have been. accepted .. ' A.notherStart-DD pulse 
will be generated, and the entire cycle repeats .. 

. ~ registers on the drum which are physicalJyadjacent are -
11otconsecutively numbered, but are numbered as outlined oIl. p .. 30 .. · It is 
up to the programmer to' ca1cu1atetheaddresses of the drUm registers 
whi.ch comprise any slot.. . 

.', 'The meanings of the bits in TD,RD, andDDslots will be found 
in'Memorandum 6M=2877 s Specifications for the AN/FSQ"'7' (XD=l) Display., 
System.. "., 

fAPER TAPE EQUIPMENT 

,.; Tape,pP-Ilch.. The paper=tape .punch punches standard··7-hole. . ... ' 
Flexowriter tape at a maximum rate .of 12 lines per second .. " It is actuated 
by the .E!: instructions in accordance with. the contents o:f !C',lO, ... l'" ".T1ie. 
7,th hole position is normally punched with each line of' inrormation,9 but 
if a RIR is inserted in digit 6 of the instruction prns the 7th hole 
win be omitted .. 

,Tape, reader-so One input device for MTC is a high-speedpa:per, 
tape~ader (Ferranti Mark II), which reads standard 7=hole. Fl.exowrite~, •. '. 
tape at a maximuDirate of 200 lines per second.. Onel1ne of tape is, read 
in response to. each. rl. instructionCL (There are no restrictions on the;' 

'minimum or maximum. :frequency o:fri instructions, in the program .. )- The' 
reader will ignore and automaticaJJy skip over blank tape' and over a:ny' 
punched information not accompanied by a punch in the 7th hole position .. 
Wlie~ve;rthe high=speed reader is.not in service, .a slow-speed' paper tape
reader (Flexowriter FL) will be connected.. The slow=speed reader performs 
in the same manner as the high~speed reader except that it operates ,at' 
approximately 9 l:ine sper secondo _ ' 

PRINTERS 

FlexOwritero The Flexowriterprinteris actuated by theE 
instrnction.. The character printed or the machine :f'unction(suchas .' ' 
.carriage return) executed is specified by the contents of AG 10=150. (See 

'UFL" Flexowriter Codes in Appendix .. ). The printer .. acconnnodates a max:i,ni.u.m 
of . 9, characters per linejJ and prints a ma:ximum of 8 characters per 'second .. 

IBM . 407 Accountin' Machine.. . This machine is not a piee~ 
of me terminal equipment, but it can fectively be' used as a delayed 
printer51 printing f~om cards punched b,y the computer.. For a description 
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and operating instructions for the h07, refer to PrinciPles of opel'ation, 
!,ype h07 Accounting Machine •. Both the machine and.a copy of this manual 
are kept in the Card Preparation Room~ C-168. 



SECTION V.- INPUT AND BASIC CONVERSION PROGRAMS 

INTRODUCTION 

This section deals specificailywith punched paper tape as the 
input medium for'MTC.. The principles could apply equally well.,- hOwever, 
to punchedc;ards. The use of punched cards as input, media for}!TC is now 
in its early stages of development, -but cards will eventually be utilized 
in a manner similar to punched tape.. Section VI describes the plans 
~already made for punched card input .. 

Certain of the, programs and the paper tape structure treated 
in this section are designatedUBU or uT.ype Bft to indicate a distinction 
between these items and their counterparts described in earlier editions 

,of this memorandum. 

BRIEF. DESCRIPTION OF _THE INPUT PROCESS 

The process of introducing into computer memory the binary words 
comprising ,a program is-based on reading punched paper tape by an auxiliary 
program already in the computer..Thi.s latter program is termed an Input 
Program. The Input Program is set up manually iIi its binary form and is 
located in Panel Memory .. -Because of the relatively small number of 
registers contained in Panel Memory, however, the ability of the Input 
Program is limited tore.ading tape' which carries the exact binary form 
of the words -to be put into -memory .. 

'f!le translation o:f a program from a manuscript in cOded 'nota~
tion to a binary-tape sui table for reading by the simple Input Program is 
a complex problem. For all but very short tapes, the task is too'compli
cated and too tedious for a human being to satis:factorily. per:form.. But -
by means o:f a second auxiliary program termed a Conversion Programs the 
computer itself can be made to carry out the· required translation! 

The first step of the input process is the preparation by an 
operator of a :form. of paper tape known as "standard tape .. tt Standard tape 
is produced on a Flexowriter mlit sindlar in appearance to an ordinary 
typewriter 0 By means of the Flexowriter keyboard, the operator copies 
the programmer f s manuscript of- a program, producing simultaneously a 
typescript and a standard tape.. The distinguism.n.g-.featUre of standard 
tape 'is that it is punched in an arbitrary binary code which has no direct 
rel~tion to the binary-words required by the Input Programo 

The second step of the input process is the reading in to the 
computer of the Conversion Program.. The Conversion Program must be on 
a tape in its exact binary form· so that it can be read in by the Input 
Progr,am .. 
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The operation of the Conversion_ Program is the third step 0 The 
Conversion -Program reads a standard tape, translates the information to 
the exact binary form of the words to be put in memory" -- and .punches the 
words on a second tape.. -

The fourth step is the reading in to the computer of this 
translated or "converted't tape via the Input Program.. Once a Program has 
been produced in the form of a converted tape, it can be read into the 
computer by the Input Program alone, without further need for the Conversion . 
Program. 

RJNCHEDPAPER TAPE AND TAPE READERS 

Inserting inf'ormation into the computer is accomplished by -
means of electro~mechanical readers lvhich are able to sense the patterns 
punched on tape.. A binaIY number is transmitted to the computer by the 
tape reader for each row or llline" of digits on tape, the presence of a 
hole_ :representing a binary "lit and the absence of a hole representiIig 
a billary "0" 0 

Two kinds of punched paper tape have been mentioned: "standard" 
tape, prepared on 'a Flexo unit by an operator, and "converted" tape, 
produced on the coinputer1s Flexo punch by the Conversion Program.. While 
the two kinds of tape differ in the meanings of the punched configurations, 
they are otherwise- physic~ similar.. Hence a reader is able to read 
both kinds of tapeo 

A portion of paper tape looks like this: 

hole number 

DOE> 0 
00 0 0 

o .. 0 0 
o 00 0 
o .. 000 
000 000 
o 00000 

.. 000 
000000 

o 00 00 

Tllere are seven hole-positions to each lines- and, each position mayor 
may not be punched.. Hole pOSitions I through 6 are used for punching 
information to be read into the computero Hole position 7 is used as an 
indicatoroTo d;tstinguish a line containing all zeros in hole positions 
I through 6 from blank: tape (which is necessary for mechanical reasons), 
hole position 7 will alWays be punched if there is any information in the 
line 0 The readers are arranged to read only those lines which have the 
7th hole position punched and hence to ignore blank tape .. 
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The six-digit binary number correspondiiig -to -the :Punches in 
hol~ positions 1 through6 is sent by the tape reader !rito tIle -last siX 
digit positions of theB-Register. ThiS process is represented schematically 
thus: 

Digit No:' 
~~~--~~~--~~--~~--~~~~~~~ 

B ... REGISTER 

1 :: "Read" 

TAPE READER 
Hole position 

Note that the 7th hole position is not used to send a-digit to the B
Register, but is used to indicate to the reader whether the information 
contained in hole positions 1 through 6 should be sento 

The set of smaller holes between hole positions 3 and 4 is 
known as "feed holes." They are engaged bya drive sProcket in the 
punching equipment and in the mechanical. reader for the purpose of 
advancing and positioning the tapeo The feed holes are present on the 
entire length of the tape» and all other holes are punched in alignment 
with the feed holes. 

The paper tape in current use is of a medium. weight piDk 
paper. Because the equipment for preparing paper "fjapes is designated by 
the trade name "Flexowriterlt (abbreviated to "Flexoft) ~ the paper tape :i:s 
often referred to as ItFlexo tapeott 

TAPE-BASIC CONVERSION'PROGRAM B 

FUnction of a conversion Program. The main .fUnction of a
conversion program is to translate9 or convert, a program from the pro

-grammer's coded notation into the 16-digit binary words with which the 
computer operateso In addition to 'punching these words ona "converted" 

,tape, it must also provide the proper directions for the Input Program. 
Subject only to the limitations of time and memory, a conversion program 
can be written which will. recognize any consistent and unambiguous set 
of conventions of coded notationG It is thus a compl.etely flexible 
device which converts whatever notatiOn has been chosen as convenient 
for programmers into whatever form is neeessa:ry for the canputer"In 
particular~ a comprehensive conversion program makes it possible for a 
programmer to select previously written and tested subroutines -whieh are
automatically called in from a fil.e am assembled with a program during ( 
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the conversion processo 

The aggL"egate of' words, numbers, and symbols which the conversion 
program. can handle is termed the "vocabulary." A single vocabulary ex~ . 
pre-ssion may signify as litt1e· as part or all of' a ~ word, or as 
much as an entire subroutine, or even a whole program. Not all vocabu.lary 
expressions are converted .and punched: some are ··merely directions f'or. 
the conversion program. 

. . Basic Copversion Program. The Basic Conversion Pr9grWn is one 
with the minimum convenient vocabulary. 1l program (or .data) to be con~ , 
verted by the Basic Conversion Program must be limited to the f'ollowing 
conventions: . 

1 • . Instructions with "absolute" addresses o{ that is;· addresses 
as octal or decimal numbers, not in some symbolic f'orm). 

2. Numbers expressed in aI:\V of' the se forms (numbers need not 
be conf'ined to only one form):: 

a. ·Octal constants. 

b. Decimal integers with f'actor of 2-:l~ implied. 

c. Decimal f'ractions. 

Other necessar,y vocabu1ary terms tn~lude: 

1. Memor,y location assignments. (addresses designatirig where 
various parts of' the program belong in mem.or,y), in 
Itabsolutelt f'orm. 

2. A word defining whether the. succeeding· 'notations fOr 
addresses are in the octal or decimal llUlDber system. 

3. The program serial number or tape number. 

4. The address at which the program is to Start. 

Amore detailed discussion of the Conversion Program vocabular,y, together 
with examples, appears in the neXt part of this section. 

The Basic Conversion Program punches on the tape the converted 
form of the ·above vocabulary-expressions. In addition, it automatica.l.ly 
Provides appropriate blank tape, spaces the punched inf'ormation to 
simplify visual checking, and provides information which makes possible 
a check on the accuracy of' the punching, and 1a ter of' the reading, of 
the tape. '. The resulting .. tape is termed "4-6-6" because of' the physical 
arrangement of' the punches. The structure of' the converted, oi- 4-6-6, 
tape is presented in more detail starting on page~ 57 .. 
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Direct read-in conver~ion" The reader may have discerned that 
ij; j.s in theory not, necessary to convert to 1t4e06-61t, form every' program 
which is to be put into the canputero The conversion program could be 
arranged to' put the conver~d program directly in memory, instead of . 
punching it out in the form of a converted tapeo This process is called 
"direct read-in conversionottDirect read-in conversion is possih1eonly 
with programs which do' not occupy any of the same registers occupied by 
the conversion program..· 

A direct read-in conversion program doe s not eXist for If.fC9 1, 
and probably will not exist in the foreseeable future.. There are 'several 
reasons for converting programs to 4-6-6 form, instead~ 

I. 'It is more convenient to treat all programs alike co' that 
iSg convert them"" than it is to convert some and ri0totherso 

2 .It is more economical of time and effort to read iIi a con
verted program via the Input Program, than to perform a 
direct read-in of, a stamard tape via a conversion program, 
since the latter alternative usually requires reading in 
of the conversion program a1soo Furthermore, a standard 
tape is almost invariably more than twice as long as its 
converted counterpart, henee' is twice as bulky and requires 
twice the time to read it in. 

300neea converted tape has been checked and found correct, 
further errors due to conversion are not possibleo 

The first conversion program.. The Basic Conversion Program is 
punched on a tape in converted form in order that it may be read in by the 
InputProgram. Since it is obvious that the conversion program could not 
have converted itself, how was the converted form prepared? The conversion 
program was written out with every instruction and number expressed as an 
octal constant. This was converted by a simple' program which could' convert 
only octal constants.. The simple program in turn had been. laboriously 

, punched by hand .. 

PREPARATION OF STANDARD TAPE FOR CONVERSION 

,', Pre1imi,narypreparations" A. coded program is prepared for con
v~r.sion by typing the program on an FL Flexowriter Unit which' produces 
simultaneously a typewritten copy and a Itstandardlt: paper tape.. Before 
commencing to type a program the following Prel?arations are necessary:: 

1.· Turn on the power switch at the right end of the keyboard .. 
. ' 

2. Check to see that the rotary switch behind the carriage is 
set to uNormal Print, n that the left margin is at 14, and. 
that tabular stops are positiomd at 24, 34, 44, 0000 164, 
1740 
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3. Check that "Punch Onlt and "7th Hole,t keys are depressed. 

40 By depressing the ItFeedouttt key" feed out approximately 
six inches of blank tape .. 

5. Additional preparations, required for equipment at Barta 
Tape Room, are covered in Memorandum M~246l 

General- remarks concerning standard tape 0 Each. key on the 
-Flexo keyboard causes a unique 6-=-digit binary number (termed a "Fl.exo 
character It or "code") to be punched in one line on tapeo (Six binary 
digits will permit 64 different ccmbinations, of which the F1exo utilizes 
only 51.. The binary code assigned to each key is arbitrarily set by the 
manufacturer.) An example of a single instruction punched in standard 
form is given belowg 

Each Flexo character to be interpreted by the Conversion Program 
. must be accompanied by a punch in the 7th hole position. Blank tape, with 
or without 7th hole, may occur anywhere in any quantity. 

Typographical errorso If the typist makes a mistake while 
punching a tape and detects the error immediately- (before any more 
characters are punched on the tape), then the tape can be corrected by 
manually backing the tape one line in the puncho This places the incorrect 
character under the punching pins.. If the typist ""hen presses the "Code 
Delete" key, aD. seven holes will be punched across that line of tape -
(this is called a -itnullifytt character).. This character will be igilored 
by -the Conversion Program. Similarly, if several characters have been 
punched after the erroneous one, all of these characters could be punched 
over with the unullifylt character, starting with the first· incorrect -one. 
The typing and punching can then be resumed with the correct cbaracterso 
If an error is undetected for a large number of lines,9 it is usually necessary 
to duplicate the tape up to the elTors then punch the correct character, 
skip the error on the original tape, and continue to duplicate ito 

Splices are usually unsuitable ror the tape reader, and are 
gEmerally inconvenient to make.. Occasionally ingenious ways of' correcting 
small mistakes- can be f'ound, but there are no standard and recommended 
ways available .. 



Heading. The heading must commence with the word Tll'E.. Either 
a tape number or the programmer's name or both maybe, iilclil.ded on the same 
line. However, they must be typed in that sequence-and may not have any 
intervening tabs or carriage returns. The heading must be tollowed by at 
least one carriage return. Sample headings tor main, moditication~ and 
parameter tapes are given below .. 

TAPE h52, P .. Bagley 

TAPE h52m2~ P .. Bagley 

TAPE h52p6a- P. Bagley 

Address number base indicator.. Betore aqy addresses are t,yped, 
an address number base indicator~ either OCTAL or DEGIMAJ:,~ must be given, 
thus: OCTAL 

Each section ot a program which requires a base difterent trom 
that ot a preceding section must be preceded by the appropriate base 
indicator. 

SiIlce octal and decimal numbers are expressed in unique forms 
(see below.), they may be distributed throughout a program without regard 
to the base indicatorso 

ents.. An address tollowed by a vertical bar 
{ thus: .....:.y;...,..;..;spe;;;..;;.;.;;...c..,:;i~t~ie;;;;:s~t,;;.;h..;.;e;;..;;.;;.address at which the next. word is to be 
stored.. Succeeding words will be stored in consecutive registers if no 
new location assignment is given.. The bar may be followed by any 
combination ot carriage and/or tabso -

Afieid number need be prefixed only tor the first location 
assignment and. tor each assignment in a tield different from the 
immediately preceding assignmento 

Initial zeros ~ be omitted from tield numbers and addresses .. 

Instructions.. An instruction is written as two or tQ:ree 
lower-case letters followed by an address with initial zeros supPressed. 

The address part ot any instruction may be pretixed by a tield 
number tor the programmerUs convenience, but field numbers tl:ms expressed 
are ignored by the conversion programo Initial zeros may be omitted from 
field numbers and addresses. 

Numbers... Decimal tractions (magnitude' less than 1) are written 
as +. or - .. followed by exactly h decimal digits .. 
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Decimal integers, less than 32768 (=2+15)9 with an implicit 

factor of 2-15 are written as + or -, followed by as many digi ts as 
necessary, and E£ decimal pointo 

Octal numbers (magnitude less than 1) are written as 00 or 10 
followed by exactly 5 octal digits 0 "loll indicates tJ:e start of a 
negative number, the remaining digits being the sevens complement digits 
of the desired numbero 

Endcf the programoThe end of' the program is indicated by 
the words ttStart At" followed by the address of the first instruction 
to be executed .. 

. Samples~ 

START AT 1=100 START AT 2306 

If a starting address is not appropriate, a "dummy" starting address is 
ordinarily given in order to signify the end of the tape and stop the 
conversion processo 

Terminal characterso Each heading, indicator, .instruction, 
or number ItlUst be terminated by at least one caITiage return or tab. (For 
a location assignment,9 the bar serves as the terminal character .. ) . . 
~dditional carriage returns or tabs~ however, will be ignored. 

Disregarded characters.. For the convenience of the typist, 
blank (000000), nullify (llllll), space, back space, color change, comma, 
stop, and upper and lower case shifts are ignored by the conversi on 
programo 

Synorlyms 0 Carriage return and tabs are treated as' synonyms 0 

The Flexowri ter numeral and the low'er case 1 are not treated. ~~ synonyms. 

-Page layout" Suggested page layouts for octal and decimal 
programs are given on too next pageo 

Detectmg errors in standard tapeso It is well to note that 
there is no automatic check (corresponding to a ltsum;"checkll) on errors 
made in standard tapes" The only checks on the accuracy of standard 
tapes areg 

10 Visually proof'reading the lfprint, n- a typewritten copy of 
the information punched on the tapeo The prmt is made by running the 
punched tape through the reader section of the Flexo unit .. A simple rule 
appli~s to eheckingtbe -print g provided that each line punched on tape 
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Tape 4031m2 Jones 
decimal 
~-ol ca31 

311 

start at 6 

mh1.23 
sof2 
-3442 

+6 

ad37 at 
s1;59 ea31 
tro1776 0 0 17744 

+0 +0 
-2 

. SUGGESTED LAYOUTS FOR PROGRAMS 
PREPARED OR·· '!'HE .FLEXOWHlTER· 

su122 mh122 
s1133 st33 
102~233 +21 

+0 +1 
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has the 7th hole position punched, and provided that the expression 
"START !T XD is followed by a carriage_ return, there are no mistakes 
possible which do not show on the Itprintolt 

20 Comparison on the "tape compareru with a copy of the 
tape known to be correcto 

Modifications and parameterso It is on occasion desirable 
to make changes or corrections in a tape which is already prepared~ A. 
tape containing the changes alone can be made and read into the computer 
after the main program since the latest word to be read into a given 
storage register supersedes the previous contents of that register. 

A tape containing changes which correct mistakes in a program 
or which improve a program in some way is usually tenned a nmodification," 
or "modo" Ordinarily the converted form of a modification is appended 
to the converted form of the main tape by reproducing both the main and 
modification tapes on- a single new tapeo As m~ modifications as 
necessar,y may be used. 

A tape containing sets of data or changes which lend variations 
to a program is a trparameter" tapeo It is generally desiTable to be 
able to select for read-in any one or more of a number of parameters!1 
hence parameters are usuallJr kept as separate tapes instead of being 
appended to main tapeso 

The standard and converted forms of both modification and 
parameter tapes are prepared in the same maimer as main tapes~ They 
customarily bear the same identifying number as the main tapes with 
~lhich they are as socia ted, but are distingnished by an addit:lon.a.l.-lnodi-
fication or parameter number (examples g ttm6.9 It itpl It) 0 

OPERATING TIm TAPE BASIC CONVERSION PROGRAM B 

_. Preparations 0 

10 Read in the- Conversion Program via the 4-6-6 Input J:Togram 
(refer to po 60 for instructions· on operating. the Input 
Program) 0 

2. Turn on the F1eXQ equipment if it is not already on. 

3 .. See that there is sufficient tape-in the pun.eh-Urdt.. If' 
necessary.9 feed out about -6 J.nches -of blank tape bi
pressing the FEEDOUT button mounted on the F1exowriter 
. table 0 
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4. Put tbe tape to be converted in the rea" der arid close, the 
gate which holds the tape in placeo When u~ipg ~be high 
speed tape reader, tbe- 7th hole position on tl1e tape must 
be toward the operator. ,-

5. In toggle switch registers 0 and 1 put, the bip.ar.r values 
of the instruction sot' 2 and tro 3000 (octal), resPectively. 

6. Press the START OVER button. If the conversion lB com
pleted correctl¥, 6 inches of blank tape-Will be 'auto~ 
matically fed out of the punch and the progr~ will stop. 

Errors in co~rsion. If any- of the following situations occur, 
the Conversion Program will stop with a ItProgramined Alarm .. It 

The meanings of the octal numbers appearing :in AG to identify 
the error are as follows: 

1.00001 Indetel'!lPnate error. 

1.00002 Improper use of point. 

0.00003 Improper character in decimal integer or .fraction,! 

0.00004 Excessive magnitude of decimal integer. 

0.00005 Improper number or digits in decimal :fracti~n. 

0.00006 No snch instruction or indicator wordo 

0000007 Improper character in address part of instruction. 

0.00016 Improper number of digits in octal constanto 

0000011 Improper character in octal constanto 

1000012 Memory field not specifiedo 

1.00013 Location assignment has became excessiveo 

1.00014 Improper character in start-over addresso 

1.00015 Decimal digits in octal field number of locat:i.on ,ssignmento 

1.00016 Decimal digits in octaL field number of start-over address. 

1.00017 Excessive magnitude of field number of 10catiQn aS~i~pto 

1~00020 Excessive magnitude of field number of start-Qver addresso 

1000021 Decimal digits in address part of octal 10cat:i.on assi~ento 

1.00022 Decimal digits in address part ot octal start-over adqresso 

0.00023 Decimal digits in address part of octal.- instrq.etion. 

0.00024 Excessive magnitude-of address part oflocatiqn assignment. 

0.00025 EXcessive magnitude of address part of start-qver address. 

0.00026 EXcessive magnitude of address part of instruqtiono 

1000027 Heading improper or omitted .. 

1.00030 Number base indicator not given. 

1.00031 Start=over address lacks a field numbero 
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When an error code has a zero in the sign digit position, it 
indicates that the standard tape contains an elTor in a "ilord that is later 
to be put into memory (that is, a word which is not a key word or ,-other 
indication to the Conversion Program) 0 The extended address to which-
this word. is assigned is displayed in BRo When this type of elTar occurs, 
the extended address can simply be noted, and the Conversion Program 
started over at register 2~3001o Conversion will then continue, but all 
erroneOus words thus passed over must be corrected by modif'ications at 
the end of the converted tapeo 

Conversely, a "1" in the sign digit position of an elTor code 
indicates a type of error which cannot be corrected at the end of the 
converted tape. 

STRUCTURE OF CONVERTED (4c06...6) TAPE, TYPE B 

Tape produced by the Tape Basic ConverSion Program B is called 
"4-6-6." It carries the exact binary values of ''words .. '' Since a line of 
tape can store only six digits, three successive lines of tape are required 
to store an entire word. A -word is punched on tape in the following fashion: 

ho1e no. 

1 2 3 0 4 5 6 7 16-digi t word 
A B C D 0 

IAIBlclnlEIFIGlnlJIKILIMINlplQIRI 
- -
E F G n J K 0 

Q 
'--. J~~ 

L M N P Q R 4 digits 6 digits 6 digits 

feed holes 7th holes accompanying 
a word are aniays punched. 

The name "4-6-6 tape II can be seen to originate from the fact that a 
16-digit word. is broken up iilto successive groups of 4, 6, and 6 digits. 
The tape reader reads the groups of digits in this order; namely, 4, 6, 
then 6. 

The reading of 4-6-6 tape, reassembling the l6':';digi t words, 
and storing them. in their proper locations in tbecomputer, is accomplished 
by the lt4-6-6 input programo II This program is stored semi-permanently 
in the computer in registers 0-32 through 0-63, which group of registers 
is designated "Plugboard StOrage." Pushing the button labeled "Start 
over at 40" (octal) on the computer control panel instructs the computer 
to start performing the 4-6-6 input program. '!'he tape reader is under 
the control of the 4-6-6 input program, reading one line of tape for each 
ri instrnction that the canputer performso 
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Normally the 16 .. digit words are read from the tape, assembled 
one at a time, and stored in conseeutive memory registers in the computer~ 
There are three circumstances, however, which require that the h-6-6 input 
program be able to perform. other functions: 

1) At the beginning of the tape (and occasionally elsewhere) 
it is necessary to speci:t'yan address at which the input program is to 
start storing wordso 

2) At the end of a tape (and occasiona~ elsewhere) it is 
necessary to direct the computer to leave the h~6-6 input program and to 
start taking instructions from a particular address in the main program .. 
(This is called "changing control to the main programo fl) 

3) Acbecking procedure known as "sum-check'l is used to check 
the reliability of the tape punching and reading equipment.. This is done 
by accumulating the arithmetic sum of all words read in since the previous 
check sum.. Each word read in is added to the cumulative sum" any !fover
flow" (any part of the sum which is greater than unity) being neglected .. 
This sum accumulated by the 4=6-6 input program is compared with a 
supposedly identical sum which is punched on the tape.> If the sums do 
not agree, a mistake has been made and the Input Program stops with an 
Bidentity check" alarm .. 

Each of these' three special situations is controlled by "key 
words"on the h~6-6 tape .. 

The first of each group of three lines on tape has two digit 
positions which are not required by thel6-digit binary.wordo The second 
of these spare positions is not usedp but the first position is occupied 
by a single digit called the It directive .. If If the directive is 1t0.9 tt the 
accompanying word is a key word ........ in reality an instruction which is to 
be perfomed by the Input Program.. If the directive is a Itl, It the 
accompanying word is to be handled by the Input Program in accordance 
with the most recent pair of key words .. 

A blockj) or group of words to be stored (a 11 store blocku ) begins 
with a pair of key words ~ sof a and . st .xp . which designate that the. first 
word of the block is to be stored in register x. of field a g and that the 
block is. a store block.. In the absence of other keywordS, the Input . 
Program will automatically store the succeeding words in successive registers .. 

A group of words which stops the Input Program and starts the 
main program ("changes control to the main program") is a lltransfer block. It 
It consists of a pair of key words alone, sofa and tro x" which will 
direct the computer to take the next instruction from register x of field 
!, the address of the first instruction of the main programo -
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For a reason to be discussed later, it is samet~es desirable 
to ItIlUllify" a trans.fer block: that is, to make it have no e.f.fect on the 
Input Program. This can be done by'mailUally punching asiIigle hole which'
will change the second key word iro x to.sof" xo The result is a "nullified 
transfer block.", 

A sum check block consists of two key" words .followed by a check 
sum. The key words are sof 0 and id50 (octal)o These words direct the 
Input Program to compare the check sumXlIl) it finds on tape with the 
check sum (#2) the Input Program has been accumulatingo Register 0-50 in 
panel memory is used as temporary storage for the check sum accumulated 
by the Input Program. 

Due to space limitations3 the Input Program is unable to set 
the check sum to zero, hence the need for a ttchecksum reset block. 1I The 
reset block is in reality a store block which stores the quantity zero' 
in the register assigned for the check sumo Following the reading in of 
a reset block, the Input Program will accumulate a sum of all words and 
their directives which are read from tape.. After an appropriate number 
of words on tape, a sum check block 'Will be foundo When the sum check 
block is encountered by the Input Program, the sum accumulated thus far 
will be checked. If there is more data on the tape, a reset block should 
occur so that a new sum may be beguno 

A graphic representation of the various kinds of blocks is 
given below: 

store 
block 

sof'a 

'Word 1 

'Word n 

transfer 
block 

sof a 

tro x 

nullified 
transfer 
block 

sofa 

sof x 

check sum 
reset 
block 

sof 0 

st 50 

sum check 
block 

sof 0 

sum 
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The sequence of puncbedinformation on a 4-6-6 tape will be: 

A... Tape number (without 7th hole) 

B. Check sum reset'block 

o. One or more store blocks 

D. Sum check block (customarily a.fter every grOllp of 128 words) 

E. Transfer block 

, .The sequence B, 0, n, may be repeated as many tines as desired .. 'On tapes 
which havebeenltmodifiedlt by having an additional tape appended, it is 
customary to nul.l.ify all transfer blocks except the last" in order that 
control will be transferred to the mainprogr"am only after all the tape 
has been read in .. 

A blank line of tape is left between ~locks to facilitate 
visual checking. Ten blank lines are left after each check sum, these 
being points atwbich the tape may be positioned :in too reader and the 
Input Program. started over .. 

·THE 4-6-6 INPUT PROGRAM B 

The input program (shawn On the next page) exists for the 
purpose of reading tape and transferring its contents to :intemal·memory. 
The program fits entirely in 32 plugboardreg1sters so t~t no toggle 
switches need be set up in order-to operate tEe programo 

The steps in operating the Input Program are: 

1. Install plugboard contai oi og Input Program. 

2. See that ~ alarms are suppressed. 

3. Place paper tape :in reader" (if Hi-Speed,. Readf;lr, 7th hole 
• toward the' tront of the reader) 0 

4. ~ss "Start over at 400" 

5. If no. 'alarms. occur, program. wilLstop when tal?e is read. 
in. Main program can be star,ted by pressing rRest~." 

6. If alarm occurs due toa failure of the reader, tape may 
be manually drawn back untU the lit blank spape ... which was 
most recently read is again directly under the he$i. Then. 
the . Inpu t Program can be started over. 

( 



MTC IN.PUT PROGMM B 

Start-?-40 ri 32 } 
"41 "ri 32 " 
42 ri 22 
43 tn 60 

~ -~~ ~~36 }) 
46 tIl" 47 -tr 73---- () m, 50 ( ) 

LR3 ,1 ( ) 
52 cr 2002 } 
53 st 61 
54 tr 73 
55 cr36 } 
56 tn 52 ---- I ( 
57 -ha 1-

LRI 61 (sof a) 
60 cr 2036 ) 

IJl2 62 (st x" id 50, tro x),.· 
63 sof 0 
64 cr 20 
65 ca 62 } 
66 ad 57 
67 st 62 
70 cr 2020 
71 ad,7 
72 to 73 
73 ad 50 
74 to 75 
75 st 50 
76 tr 40 

LR4 77 ( .) 

NOTES 

read in 3 lines of tape (= i word) 

negative if this is a check sum or a 
word to be stored 

store key word temporarily 

negative if key word is sof a or tro x 

current sum of words read in 
not used by this program 

store key word sof a in final location 

negati ve if key word is sof a 
key word is tro x; stop 

execute pair of key words with check 
sum or word to be stored held in AC 

retain in BR the word just treated 

add one to st x in preparation for 
nextword~be stored 

atidword and directive to check sum 

(d.irectiv'a "101t has va1ue = 2-1,) 

not used by this" program 

1. Read-in errors will result in identity check alarm. Defective tapes 
may be read in, however, by suppressing the alarm .. 

2. uTransfer block" on tape can be nullified by adding a hole which 
changes tro to sof. 

3.. Tapes ca.il'be read into any memory fieldo 
4. Program fits entirely on plugboard; no switches need be set up in 

toggle-switch storage. " 
50 Unconditional stop occurs after read in; pushing RESTART will start 

the program which has just been read in. . 

6. A directive 00 indicates a key word; a directive 10 (value = 2-15) 
indicates a word to be acted upon in accordance with most recent 
pair of key wordso 

4-9-55 

SA-55786-4 
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SECTION VIo INPUT AND OUTPUT VIA~ P1JNCHED CARDS 

Punched cards can be utilized as input-output media in much 
the same manner as punched paper tape described in Section Vo Most of' 
the conventions and programs associated with the use of puncbedcards -. 
~e, however, still in the formative stages" This section describes the 
card equipment, and those conventions and programs which already have been 
worked out .. 

Punched cards and card eiuipmento The me punched card equip
ment is designe d to operate with IE cards.. An IBM card measures approxi
mately 303 by 7 .. L. inches 51 and contains 80 columns ani 12 rows of punching 
positions. The same physical card (with different identifYing co1or stripes) 
is used for two or more fUndamentally d:if'f'erent coding conventions -- the 
Itstandaro card" and the Iibinary card51 U analogous to "standard tape It and 
bUiary tape." The standard card is one in which the configuration of 
punches in a column represent one character in accordance with the IBM 
card code shown in the appendix.. It may have variations51 such as one 
form for symbolic addresses, another for absolute51 etc.. The binary card 
contains numbers or instructions in pure binary form, aITanged in 
horizontal rows 0 

The machine on l-ihich standard cards are usually prepared is 
the 026 Printing Card Puncho A unique configuration of punches (in 
general, not more than two) are put in a column f'or each key depressed 
on the 026 keyboard.. (Further details on operation of the punch are 
given in- the IBM manual, Princip1es of Operation: -Printing Card Punch~ 
Type 026 .. ) In contrast to the 026 punch, the card reader and punch 
c-onnected to the computer are arranged to read and punch cards row by row .. 
By proper computer programming, however, the computer reader and punch 
can deal with either standard or binary cardso 

The computer card reader and punch have been aITanged to deal 
with only 6L. columns on a card, normaJJ,y coluinns 17 through 800 Columns 
1 through 16 can be used f' or identif'i.cation information such as program 
and modification numbers, card sequence numbers, date, etc.. This 

.. identif'ication infonnation is generally entered by the 026 punch on -both 
standard and binary cards.. A more complete description of the MTC card 
read,er and punch is given under Card Equipment, p" 32f .. 

-Preparation of standard cards for conversion.. The normal 
procedure for putting a program into the computer via the medium of'
punched cards consists of manually preparing standard cards on the 026 
Card Punch, conversion of these standard cards to binary cards with a 
card conversion program, and reading the binary cards into memory vTith 
the Card Input Program .. 

The conventions for standard cards have not all been decided 
upon, and the card conversion program is not yet 'V1ritteno The expressions 
for octal and decimal numbers and instructions will be the same as those 

" f 
/' 
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for standard tapes as given in Section Va The card conversion program 
wil1probab~ provide for the use of floating (symbolic) address notation 
similar to that already adopted for XD ... lo 

Unlike the procedure for nullifying errors on tapes, if an . 
error is made in preparing a standard card, a new card mst be punched. 
This is primar~ because the column or position"o:f:holes on a card is as 
important as their grouping within a line or column. " 

Until a card conversion program is written.9 binary cards can 
be prepared by the following devious procedure: prepare the program" on 
standard tape, convert it to binary tape, read in the binary tape:l and 
punch out the program on binary cards with an existing utility program 
(Card Punchout Program) which punches on binary cards the contents ofaxw 
selected region of memory .. 

Structure of binary cardsa The binary card form is represented 
by the figure below .. 
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The bin~ card can accommodate a ma:x::imwn of 48 16"pit words, of which 4 
are control.words for the Card Input Program, and part or all of the 
remaining 4h are words to be stored in memory (data. wordS, consisting of 
numbers and instructions). 

The binary card illustrated above is termed a i?data cardo lt 

For a data card the control words are as follows g . 

1. Key word #1. issof' a., where a. designa.tes the field in 
which the data is to be stored» 

2. Key word #2 is st x, where x is the address at which the 
first data word(1iWord ott) Is to be stored -C the remainder 
of the data words on the card will be stat"ed at successive 
memor,rlocations)~· . 

30 The word count is the number of datp. Wfor~s punched on the 
card (which can be any number from p 'j;llrough 4h9 decimal); 

40 The check sum is the complement of 'tibe sum of the first 
three control words and all the data words on the card .. 

.1 program in the form of'a deck of b:in8fYC~cls will consist 
of any number of data cards followed by one Itstart cardon The function 
of the start card is to instruct the Card Input ProgrCilll to stop reading 
cards and prepare to start the program which has jllSt' been read in. The 
start card is a binary car.d contajn; ng. ,only the 4 Qontrol words: 

10 Key word #1 is 'sof a whe~e a is the field containing the 
first instruction to be exeCuted iIl the program; 

20 Key word #2 is tro x where x is the memory address of the 
first instruction to be executed in the program~ 

30 The word count is 0 since there are no data words on the 
card~ 

h. The check sum is the coml)lement of tbe SUlll of the other 
three control wordso 

Card input pragi'aino The main function of the Card Input 
Program is to read the l6=bit words from binar,r cards and store them in 
their proper locations in memory. 

For each data card to be read in9 the Card Input Program 
utilizes the 2 key words to determine the m~ory location for the first 
data word on the cardo It reads the number of data words specified· by 
the word count and stores them in successive memory locations.. Finally 
it checks to see that the sum af the 4 control words and all the data 
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words is exactly 00 (The check sum. value was calculated by the card 
conversion progran so that it is the complement of the sum. of all the 
other words on the card, which is the same as saying that it has been_ 
adjusted to make the sum of itself and all the otq~r words be equal to 00) 

When the start card is read$ tm Card Input Program checks 
that the sum of the control words is O~ and then it stops~ The two key' 
words on the start card9 which indicate the starting address of the 
program stored on the cards, are stored in the input program. so that when 
the RESTART button is pushed~ the program. just read in Will be started • 

.lchiev:in rihted out ut via puilehed c ; s. The· printing rate 
of the Flexowriter is approximate - characters ·per second. For programs 
requiring a large amount of printed outputg it is qesirable to conserve 
time by resorting to a faster method of output.. TlUs techniqu.e, termed 
Itdelayed prlnting,1t consists of' having the program. pQD.ch the output 
data on mM cards in standard IBM: card cOde, and later rurin:iilg the deck 
through an IBM Tabulator or Accounting Machine (not a. part -of MTC) .. 
Cards can be punched by the computer at a rate equivalent· to about 100 
characters per second, providing an effective reduction of printing time 
required by the Flexowriter by a factor of' about 1205 .. 

( 
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SECTION VIIo BRIEF OPERATING GUIDE FOR MTC 

Operating· controls 0 Near ~ all the computer controls are on 
the console desk.. The controls important to the operation of normal (as 
distinguished from computer test) programs are the fol1owing~ 

10 Alarm indicator lights(Parity!l Inact:Lvityg Identity Check, 
Programmed, Overflow:J Card Machine, Drum Timing,9 and Fuse).. Whenever the 
computer stops, at least one of these indicators will be on,9 provided they 
are not suppresseds to indicate the reason for the stopo The Inactivi~y 
Alarm simply means that the computer has stopped!) so that in the absence 
of other in~ications the computer has stopped Itnormallylt -~ because' of a 
"baIt" instruction or a manual stop.. ' 

2. Alarm suppression switches are associated with each of the 
alarm. indicators above.. When an alarm is Hsuppressedlt the cOITesponding 
cOndition which ordinarily initiates an alarm and~stops the computer is 
ignored. 

30 SUPPRESS OPERATION TIMING Switch is primarily for memory 
testing and should be OFF when a )rogram is being run" 

4.. The push buttons START OVER (at 0) and START OVER at 40 
(READ IN) cause control and arithmetic element to be cleared,9 and direct 
the computer to take its next instruction from register 0 or 40 (octal) 
of Panel Memory. (A duplicate of the START OVER at 40 button is mounted 
on tbe Ferranti Reader for the convenience of the operator .. ) 

,~ The RES,TART pushbutton causes the computer to continue in 
normal fashion from the point at which it was most recently stopped.. If 
the 'computer has stopped in an alarmS' the ltClear Alarmsfr button must be 
pushed before the computer can be restarted .. 

60 The STOP pushbutton wil1 cause the computer to stop at the 
end of the next tthal:f~instruction91f that is, at the end of tl:e next "program 
timing" or Itoperation timing" cycleo 

7.. when the HALF INSTRUCTION switch is ON, the computer will 
stop at the end of every half~instructiono For each push of the RESTART 
button when the half-instruction'switch is ON9 the computer wil1 per£orm 
a half instruction and then Stop .. 

8..AUTO~IATIC START OVER Switches.. This switch is normally OFF~ 
When this switch is ON, the computer is. automatically started over at 
register O~O at a rate determined by the timing~pulse generator in rack 
location c814 .. 

9.. .AUTOMATIC RESTART 0 When this sw:i tch is ON, it performs 1;he 
same function as RESTART above at a rate determined by 'the frequency of a 
timing pulse generatoro This feature is provided for the operation of \ 
special programs which must be synchronized to a timing source external 
to the computero Care must be taken to see that the compu.ter is not 
running at the instant each automatic restart pulse is introducedo 
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_ Flip-flop indicator lights c The contents of all flip-flope:ircuits 
in ,the -computer are displayed on the Flip-Flop Indicator Panel" where red 
lamps represent "l 'sit and the white lamps represent nO's" 0 Of' chief interest 
to operators are.the.indicators for the following regist~rsg 

Partial Sum (Accumulator) 
B-Register 
A-Register' -
Control Switch 
Flip...flop "FIn 
Progl"am Field.Register 
Progl"am Counter 
Operation Field Register 
Group and Field Switch 
Core Address Register 

Because the Program Counter is indexed immediately after it has 
been used to select the address of an instruction to be read from memory, 
the contents of the Program Counter at the end of any half-instruction 

-willapp~arto be one greater than the address of the instruction which 
is being executed .. 

The contents of the Program Field Register and the Program 
Counter (less one) together indicate the "extended address" of the instruc
tion which is currently being performedo . 

The contents of the Operation Field Register indicates the memory 
field which iscu.rrently selected --that is" the field of memory to which 
the address parts of instructions' will refer. 

The contents of the Group and Field Switch and the Core Address 
Register indicate -the extended address of the register currently selected 
{regardless of whether it is in panel" core" or drum memories" and whether 
it is a progralll or operatl'on< timing cycle} 0 

At the end of any 'program timing cycle (n holding a "-0"), the 
A-Register contains the instruction which is about to be executed .. At 
the end of any operation timing cycle (FX holding a "1")$ the Control 
Switch and the Core Address Register together hold the -instruction which 
was _ just completed. 

Operating a prograID.o After a correctly prepared program is read 
in" pushing theRESTARf button will start the computer performing the-pro
gram. (Refer to instructions on operation the 4-6=6 Input Program" po 600) 

To start a program at a.uy time other than immediately after read 
in" set up the following-pili of instructions in registers 0 and 1 of toggle- ( 
switch storage" then push START Ov-m (at 0): 

0 ... 0 sof a 
0 ... 1 taro x 
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a and x are the field number and address.ll respectively» of the fn-st 
Instruction to be performed in the programo 

All of the terminal equipment (scopes~ punch9 eteo) 'Which is 
used by a program must be turned on prior to starting the programo 

Manual intervention. On various occasions", such as when debuggiIig 
a program~ or when trouble is encountered with either the program or the 
computer, it is necessary for the operator to. exercise some measure of· 
control over what the computer does co Such action on the part of an operator 
goes by the general term of "manlial intervention" .. · Descriptions of the most 
conmon manual intervention actions are given below .. 

10 To inspect the contents of a single registerJj execute the 
following programg . 

0 ... 0 sof a 
O~l ca x 
0-2 ha-

The contents of register a~x will appear in AC .. 

2. To inspect the contents of a group of consecutive registersJj 
turn on the HALF INSTRUCTION switch ON and then execute the 
following instructions 0 . (push START OVER once and RESTART 
three times)::: 

O~O sof a 
0-1 tro x 

Now turn the SUPPRESS OPERATION TIMING switch ON.. The 
contents of ~ister a";'x is now in AR. Each time RESrART 
is pushedJj the contents of the next successive register 
will appear in~ .. At any times the contents· of the Pro
gram Field Register and contents of the Program Counter 
less one will· be the address of· the register 'Whose contents 
appears in AR .. 

3: To start the program at an arbitrary POint3 execute the 
following instructions::: 

O~O so! a 
0-1 tro x 

h. To restart the program after an alarm9 it is necessary to 
.press CLEAR ALARMS.l1 and then R.EqTART.. Note that if the 
program stopped in an identity' check alarm,g the program will 
start with the second instruction after the id instruction 
which generated the alarm.. . -
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501'0 cbarige the contents o£ a regl.ster" execute the following 
programg 

0-0 ca 4 
0-1 so£ a 
0-2 at x 
O~3 ha 
0-4 (word to be stored) 

, . Setting up a program in toggle-switch storage.. A short program 
{no more than 32 registers may.be set up in its binary form in toggle
switch storage.. Successive 16 ... bit words are set up in successive rows 
of' tog~le switches starting with row {or register} 0, each switch which 
is om (up) corresponding to a binary rtl tt- and each OFF switch to a binary 
ItO. " The rightmost (17th) switch in each register of switches is normally 
OFFo If this switch is on, Live Register #1 (LR#1) is substituted for 
the accompanying group of 16 switcheso In this way LR1 can be substituted 
for anyone or more toggle-switch registerso 

It should be obvious that the program cannot alter the contents 
of a toggle-switch register .. 

Setting up a program in plugboard storage.. A program o£ no 
more than 32 registers can be set up on an IBM plugboard in a mamer' 
similar to putting a program in toggle-swi"tch .. storage.. On the plugbOard, 
short wire jumpers take the place of turning swi tohes on. Each address 
location used in the plugboard must contain a jumper which specified 
that the associated contains a word wired by jumpers QT which of five 
Live Registers is to be substituted for that plugboard register .. 

It is possible to connect both aLive Register and a plugboard 
register to the same memory address.. This requires a special jumper with 
three plugs. 

A sample pair. of properly wired plugboard registers are shown 
in the illustration belotH 

~-- Register 56 (octal) contain~ the b~nar.r ~0rIl1 of ca 2312 (oct~)o 

LR2 has been substituted for the plugboard register 57 (octal) .. 

0.000.00 •• a a «t 0·,0 .. 0000 
0.000 .0041' oo~o~ooo 6°000 
0000000000000000 0000 
00000000'0000 oodooo 
0000000000 000000000 
oogOOOOQO OO~000020000 

( 
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C.ard machine controls. To make the card machine~ containing 
both the card reader and punch.\! ready for operatiom 

lo Turn on the main power switch at. the right end of the unit .. 

2. Set the six toggle switches on the front panel as follows~ 
, 
• 

Label 
Noo of 

switches 

Reproduce 3 
Selo Rep .. and Go 'Po ComP.. 1 
Card "X" Punched Detail or Master 2 

Setting 

ON 
OFF 

MASTER 

3.. Iilstall a properly wired plugboard in the front of the 
Unit.. A permanently wired board is available for normal 
use 0 The programmer may JI hotvever.\l wire a board for any 
'special application~ in accordance with the instructions 
below 0 

4. Put blank cards in the punch (right~hand) hopper ~ face 
down and nine edge to the right .. 

5.. . Put a deck of prepared cards to be read or blank cards 
, in the reader (left'-hand) hopper3 face down and nine edge 
to the righto 

6. Hold down the start key (the right-hand lever of a pair 
of black levers) lUltil the red "ready light" is turned on .. 
The following conditions must all be satisfied before the 
ready . light can be turned on& 

a.. Cards are in both feed hoppers .. 
b.. A card is in position to be read .. 
Co A card is in position to be punchedo 
d. Neither card stacker is full. .. 

The computer carmot control the card machine unless the 
ready light is on.' 

Whenever card reading or punching stops 3 the last two cards 
read or punched will not have been delivered to the stackerso To rlID. 
out these remaining cards, hold down the start key for at least two 
card cycles (roughly 2 seconds)o 

The card machine can be stopped manuaJJ.y at any time by pressing 
the stop key. The computer cannot regain control of the machineJl however, 
until the ready light has been turned on againo 

The figure on the next page shows the front view of the card 
machine control panel.. The rules governing the wir'ing of the panel for 
use of the card machine under computer control are ~ 
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o 

1.. Nine jumpers must be provided to connect the control 
switch hubs to their associated computer lines.. That is~ 
in the section marked "Control Switches"; each point on 
the first row must be connected to the point immediately 
below it in the second row .. 

2. Up to 64 "Read Brushes" (numbered to correspond with the 
columns on a card) can-be connected to the 4 sets of "Read 
Gates"(numbered to correspond with the digit positions of 
a l6-bit computer word)o ." 

3.. The 4 sets of "Punch Th:vratronsll (numbered to correspond 
to the digit positions of a l6-bi t computer word) can be 
connected to up to 64 "Punch Magnets" (numbered to correspond 
with the columns of a card) .. 

~~ 
Signed:....;....,~:-=-:---J.!.--=---=-_--"~-I-__ 

Bagley 

PRB/rb 

Drawings: 

D-!t7039-2 (A-reduction), follQWing page· 9 

B-62)66 (.l-reduction):t following'page 29 

SA-55786-4, following page 60 

B-62355 (A-reduction), following page 69 

SA-,6946-4, appendix 

S.&.-,6942-2, appendix 

s&-56943-3, appendix 

SA-62509, appendix 

SA-62368, appendix 

A-60383, appendix 

SA~2S67, ,appendix 

A-60579,appendix 

SA-57300-1, appendix 

( 
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Hrc INSTRUCTION CODE 

Abbr· Name Decimal Binary Notes 

ha - halt 0 00000 
mh x multiply 1 00001 
ds x display 2 00010 

id x identity check 3 00011. 
st x store 4 00100 
ra x replace address 6 00110 

r£ x J;-eturn from 7 001ll 
ca x clear and add. 8 01000 

'ad x add 9 01001 

cs x clear and subtract 10 01010 
su x subtract 11 01011 
et x extract 12 01100 

ch x cbaractron displ.ay 14 01110 
8m. x subtract magnitudes IS Ollll 
tr x trans£er 16 10000 

trox transter out 17 10001. 
tn x transfer on negative 18 10010 
tnox transfer on negative out 19 10011 

DMi x memory address display 20 10100 
so£ a select operation £ield 21 10101 
to x trans£er on overfiow 

cr n cYcle right 
Sl" n shili right 
pr n print/punch 

ri n read'in 
op k operate 

22 

24 
2S 
28 

30 
31 

10110 

11000 
11001 
11100 

11110 
ll111 

BCD 
BC 
BEF 
B 
GH 

Notes:: VariatioIlS.'o£ certain instructions are provided by digits 53 6 and 7&
A. If' digit 5 is a "In3 give a programmed alarm. 
13. It digit 5 is a ~1"', clear BR after shiff,ing or .Cjeling.; 
C'o rr digit 6 is a~It~3 rom.tdo££ AC &Bli to IS nuin.ericci.l digits in AGo 
D. 'rr digit 7 is a ·'JO'.'»· per£orm"regular cycle" with all 32 bi~ :in 

AC . & BR; U digit 7 isa l l""perform'"shorl Cycle", leaving AGO 
undisturbed~ . ..' 

Eo If digit 6 is a "1"" SIlppress punching or the 7th hole position. 
F o' - If digit 7is a .~O!.', actuate the punch; it a·. "1"" actuate the printer 0 

. GR.· ~rr the digit eombiDation GH is: "00"'; index the camera,; U "01", 
read a word from a card; if .IIJ.O~:I erase Typotron.; U "1.1"" -punch 
a word on a card. 
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"FLn FLEXOWRITER CODE 
Alphanumerical. Sequence 

LoWer Upper . Character Octal Decimal Lower Upper Character Octal Decimal 
Case Case ·~~6 . Value Value Case Case 1234S6 Value Value 

a A 000110 6 (6) 0 0 lllllO 76 (62) 

b B 110010 62 (50) 1 l. 010101 -25 (21) 
c C 011100 34 (28) 2. 2 001111 17 (15) 
d D 010010 -22 (18) 3 s Ooolll 7 (7) 
e E 000010 2 .-(2) h 4 001011 13 (11) 
:r F 011010 32 (26) 5 5 010011 23 (19) 
g G 110100 64 (52) 6 6 011011 33 (27) 
h H 101000 50 (40) 7 7 010111 27 (23) 
i I 001100 14. (12) 8 8 000011 3 (3) 
j J 010110 26 (22) 9 e 110110 66 (54) 
k K 011110 36 (30) I 000101 5 (5) 
1 L 100100 44 (36) space bar 001000 10 (8) 
m M ll1000 70 (56) = 0 001001 11 . (9) . 
n N 011000 30 (24) + / 001101 15 (13) 

0 0 110000 60 (48) «::olor change 010000 20 (16) 
p p 101100 54 (44) 0 ) - 010001 21 (17) 
q Q 1O1110 56 (46) :J ( OllOOl 31 (25)' 
r R 010100 24 (20) OlllOl 35 (29) 
s s· 001010 12 (10) back space 100011 43 OS) 
t T 100000 40 (32) tabulatiop 100101 45 (37) 
u u OOlllO 16 (14) carro return 101001 51 (Ia) 
v V llllOO 74 (60) stop 110001 -61 (49) 
W' w 100110 46 (38) upper case lllOOl 71 (57) 
:x: X 111010 72 (58) lower case I1ll0I 75 (61) 
y y 101010 S2 (42) nullify l.lllll 77 (63) 
z Z 100010 42 (34) 

3-22-55 
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IfFL"FLEI<M1ITER CODE 
Binary Numerical Sequence 

Octal Decimal Character Lower Upper Octall)ecimal Character Lower Upper 
.Val.ue Value 1234$6 Case Case Value Value 123456 Case Case 

0 (0) 000000 not 'Used 40 (32) 100000 t T 

1 (ll 000001 not used 41 {33} 100001 not used 

2 (2) 000010 e E '42 (34) 100010 z Z 

3 (3) 000011 8 a 43 (35) 100011 back space 

4 . (41 000100 . not used 44 (36) 100100 1 L 

5 (5) 000101 '45 (37) 100101 tabulation 

6 (6) 000110 a A. 46 (38) 100110 W' W 

7 (7) . 000111 3 3 47 (39) 100111 not used 

10 (8) 001000 space bar 50 (40) 101000 h H 

11 (9) 001001 = . 51 (41.) 101001 carr. return 0-

12 (10) 001010 s· S 52 (42). 101010 y y 

13 (11) 001011 4 4 53 (43) 101011 not used 

14 (12) 001100 i I 54 (44) 101100 p P 

15 (J3) 001101 + / 55 (45) 101101 not used 

16 (14). 001110 u U ·56 (46) 101110 q Q 

17 (15) 001111 2 2 57 (47) 10llll not used 

20 (16) 010000 color change 60 (48) 110000 0 0 

(17) ) 61 (49) 
.•. 

21 010001 • 110001 stop 

22 (18) 010010 d n· 62 (50) 110010 b B 

23 (19) 010011. 5 5 63 (51) 110011 . not used 

24 (20). 010100 r R 64 (52) 110100 g G 

25 ' (21) 010101 1 ~ 65 (53) 110101 not used 
26 (22) 010110 j J 66 (54) 110110 9 

9 

\ 
27 (23) 010111 7 7 67 (55) 110111 . not used 

30 (24) 011000 n N 70 (56) 111000 m M 

31 (25) 011001 ~ ( 71 (57) . 111001 upper case 

32 (26) 011010 f F 72 (58) 111010 x X 

33 (27) 011011 6 6 
73 (59) 111011 not used 

34 (28) 011100 e C 74 (60) 111100 v V 

1'1' 35 (29). Olli01 75 (61) 111101 lower. case 

~ 36 (30) OllllO k K 76 (62) 111110 0 0 

~ 
-.0 37 (31) 011111 nQ.t used 77 (63). lllll] nullify \t\ 

m , 3-22-55 

Sl-~69h3-3 
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SA-62509 

CHARACTERS 

A B. O.D_.E F G H I J KL M N 0 P Q .. R ST U V W X y Z ..,. - 0 -1 2 ·3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

12112 1212 12 12 12 12 12 12 

11 11 II 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

12 

:n 
o 
1 1 1 

2. 2 2 

3' 3 3 

000_ 00000 

2 

3 

o 
1 

2 

3. 
··4 . 4· 

aw 4 4 4 
5 . 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 

7 7 7 7 

8 8 8 8 

91 9 9 9. 9 
> • "-.,.'.' 

o 
1 

}:! .. * + - _e $.0- -F ~ % 
1212 

lill 
00 

.3' 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 

88888888 

11 

, . 

7 

(026 CARD PUNCH) & @ P 

(552 INTERPRETER) .3 4 C D L M T U 

The 718 Line Printer and the 407 Accounting Maohine will print all 
the characters shawn on the top line of this charto 
The 026 Card Punch currently makes the substitutions shown on the 
line labeled (026 CARD PUNCH). 
The 552 Interpreter makes the substitutions shawn on the line labeled 
(552 INTERPRETER)o 

IBM CARD PUNCHING CODE 

(HOLLERITH CODE) 

4-23-55 

8.&=62509 
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CHARACTRON CHARACTER CODES 
MIT MATRlX MOD. X 

Alphanumerical Sequence 

Octal Decimal Octal Dec:bnal Octal Decima1 
Character Code Value Character Code Value Character' Code Value 

Blank 00 (0) T 74 (OO) J. 76 (62) 

Point 33 (21) u 64 (52) ,J. 77 (63) 

Vector 3J (27) V 40 (32) ~ 67 (55) 

A 65 (53) w 41 (39) ~ 24 (20) 

B 36 (30) X 72 (58) " 01 (7) 

C 56 (46) y 15 (61) + 03 (3) 

D 61 (49) ~ 37 (31) + 23 (19) 

E 66 (54) <I> 60 (48) 25 (21) 

F 26 (22) 14 (12) - 06 (6) 0 

. 
G 50 .(40) + 16 (14) - 05 (5) 

H 35 . (29) 15 (13) :2 20 (16) 

I 63 (51) 0 52 (42) t- 01 (1) 

J 57 (41) 1 53 (43) , 27 (23) 

K 21 (17) 2 54 (44) " 04 (4) 

L 51 (41) 3 55 (45) D 22 (18) 

H 31 (25) 4 42 (34) • 33 (21) 

N 13 (59) 5 43 (35) • 02 (2) 

0 52 (42) 6 44 (36) 0 11 (15) 

p 62 (50) 7 45 (31) • 10 (8) 

Q 30 (24·) 8 32 (26) • II (9) 

R 41 (33) 9 34 (28) II 12 (10) 
<0 

)~ 
~ 

5 46 (38) ~ 70 . (56) , 13 (11) 
~ 

fI1 
), 11 (51) 

4-8-55 
SA.-62)68 
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t!l.. " X .NT Y.L·.A· NOTE A -. 

<P D P I U A E,.. . RATIO OFi t. 

·G L 0 1 2'J CJ CHARACTER SPACING 

V ·R 4 5- 6 7S W TO UPPER CASE 

Q M 8 • 9 H B t: CHARACTER HEIGHT 

::I KO+i\- F .~ .. 152.S·TO I. 

• . , ~ • -.+ 0 NOTE 8 -

.. • + " == ~ ASPECT .RATIO . 

OF UPPER CASE "X" 

·.is '4 TO 3. 

M.I.T. '-MATRIX MOD X 

,. 
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Octal Decimal 
Character Code Value 

Blank 00 (0) 

A 65 (53) 

B 36 (30) 

C 56 (46) 

D 61 (49). -
E 66 (54) 

F 26 (22) 
. . 

G 50 -(40) 

H 35 (29) 

I 63 (51) .' 

J 57 (47) 

K 21 (17) 

L 51 (U) 
M 31 (25) 

N 73 (59.) 

0 52 (42) 

P 62 (50) 

Q 30 (24) 
L 

R -41 (33) 

S 46 (38) 
, 

T 74 (6o) 

lJ 64 (52) 

TYPOTRON CHARACTli4aCODES 
HIT MATRIX MaDo XI 

Alphanumerical. Sequence 

Octal.])aCimal. 
Character Code Value 

V 40 (32) 

w 47 (39) 

X 72 (58) 

y 75 (61) 

z: 37 (31) -
a 22 (18) 

b 20 (16) 

c 10 (8) 

d· 27 (23) 

e 14 , (12) 

:r 71 (57) 

g 25 (21) 

h 24 (20) 

i 60 (48) 
.' 

m 11 (9) 

n 17 (15), 

0 12 (10) 

p 23 (19) 

r 67 (55) 

s 15 (13) 

t 76 (62) 

u 70 (56) . 

Character 

" v: 

,w, 
,. 

x 

z 

0" 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

• 
)( 

.A 

T 

'... 

+ 
if 

Octal. Decimal 
Code 

77 

13 

07 

16 

52 

5'3 

54 

55 

42 

43 

44 

45 

32 

34 

, 33 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

Val.ue 

(63) 

(11) 

(7) 

(14) 

(42i 

(43) 

(44) 

(451 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(26) 

(28) 

(27) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

4-8-55 

51...62367 
" . 
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u. f X N T·Y t V NOTE A-

l· D·P· I U· A E r RATlO OF <t / ct. 

.G L·O 1 2 ··3 C :~ . CHA'RACTER 'SPACING 

V ~R 4- 5 6 7 S W TO UPPER"CASE 

Q M 8 .9 H B .. ~. CHARACtER HEIGHT 

b K 6- .P h g F d IS 2. 5 TO··l. 

C mo w e s ·z 11 . NOTE a -

• AT -. 1' ... +, X ASPECT RATIO 

OF UPP'ERCAS£ "x" . 

.. 154 TO 3, 

M,IT. MATRI X MO~' XI 
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VOOABULARY 

MrC TAPE BASID CONVERSION PROGRAM B 

Tape nmnbers (saI!lPles for main$ mod:i,.f'ication$ and parameter tapes): 
'. . 

Address number base indicators (a base indicator applies to all succeed
ing addresses until next base indicator is encountered): 

'OCTAL DECIMAL 

Memory Location Assignments (samples):& 

3:~2021r 

Instructions (samples)g 

mh72 tro 2~ZP36 'ca 

Octal constants (samples) ~ 

," ,O:~o12345 

Decimal .tractions .(s,amples) g 

+09987 

Decimal integers (samples): 

. '+12 

End of program indicator (sampleh 

Notes: 

-01234 

1. An address x may or ID.fI8' not be preceded by a field number, thus: 
2-x .. A'field number must be included in at least the first 
memory location assignment. .. 

2, .. Tape numbers, base and end-of-program indicators, and words to 
be stored must each be followed by at least one tab or carriage 
return 0 

3 .. , Initial zeros in addresses may allf~ be omittedo 
4.. The numeral 1 and lower case letter'! are !!Qi synonymous~ , 
5. Characters ignored::: eonma, blank (000000), irullify' (Ul111);, 

space" back space,l) color change,\) upper and lower case shifts. 

3-22-55 

sa.-57300-l 
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Memorandum 6M=2527-2 Correction #'SJ,.. Page 1 of 12 

Division 6 - Lincoln Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Lexington 73, Massachusetts 

SUBJECT: MTC CHANGES AND ADDITIONS AFFECTING. PROGRAMMERS 

To: Users of MTC 

From: A. D. Hughes 

Date: 

Approved: __ ~~~~~~~ ________ __ 

References~ 

10 Memorandum 6M-3974, Proposed MTC In-Out Block Transfer Instruc
~, B. Go Farley, 4 November 1955. 

2. Memorandum 6M=2527-2 Memory Test Computer Programming Reference 
Manual, P. R. Bagley, 9 May 19550 

30 IBM, Pre-Preliminary Manual PM 8 ... 13, Tapes and Miscellaneous 
10 Units, Programmer is Reference Manual, 17 June 19550 

Abstract~ Addition of tape units to MTC and a change in MTCls control 
logic have brought about some changes and additions affecting 
MTC programmers. The following instructions are altered: 

10 id x (identity check): For normal operation, no alarm is 
given when words do not check. 

2. sof a (select): In addition to tlselect operation field", 
sof a provides proper tape or drum selection for cb x. 
(Instruction renamed "se1ect"). -

30 md x (memory address display): Delete this instruction. 

4. cb x (copy block): New instruction used with sof a to imple
'iii9'iit block transfers of words far drum and tape. 

5. pf x (perform): New instruction with variations which imple
ments certain operations and senses certain conditions. 

The drum (fields 3-14) is now provided only as a storage 
medium using cb :x: instructions. Registers from which control 
obtainsinstrUc't'ions cannot be located on the drum. 

Thi. document la luued for Internal distribution and us. only by and for Lin
coln Laboratory personnel. It should not be given or shown to any other In
dlvlduahor group. without expre.s authorization. It may not be reproduced 
in whole or In pa.rt without permission in writing from Lincoln La.boratory. 

The research reported in thi. document was supported 
jointly by the Department of the Army, the Depart
ment of the Navy, and the Department o£ the Air Force 
under Air Force Contract No. AF 19(122)-458. 
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6M-2527 -2, Correction #'~ Page 2 

INTRODUCTION 

Three IBM 728 magnetic tape units have been instaIhd on MTC. Also, 
the control logic of MTC has been changed. The resulting modifications 
with regard to the programmer include same changes to the previous MTC 
instruction coday same additions to the MTe instruction code, and minor 
changes to the MTC console. 

This M-note gives the proper computer interpretations of those 
instructions which are affected by the changes to MTC. These explana
tions supersede the ones given in 6M-2527-2. The new instructions added 
to MTC are explained in the same manner. For all other instructions, 
6M-2527-2 still provides the proper explanations. 

Before using the drum and tape instructions given in this M-note 
the programmer is expected to be familiar with the mc drum system and the 
lID-]' usage of the tape units. (See References ) Additional information 
on the use of tape drive units is given in Appendix A. 

1.0 CHANGES IN EXISTING MTC USAGE 

id x 

'* 1.1 Identity Check 

identity check #3 00011 id . 

Compare the contents of AC with the contents of register x. If' 
it is not identical, prepare to skip the immediately succeeding instruc
tion (by adding 1 to the Program Counter). If it is identical prepare 
to perform (not skip) the im.ediately follOWing instruction. After the 
instruction has been executed, AC will contain lis in each digit position 
where the original digit did not agree with the corresponding digit posi-
tion of register x. ---

In conjunction with the identity check instruction there is an 
identity check alarm feature. Located on the MTe console is an identity 
check alarm indicator and identity check toggle switch. With the switch 
off or normal, the instruction behaves as stated above. With the switch 
on, the instruction behaves as stated above, and in addition, if the con
tents of AC do not agree with the contents ot register x, the computer 
will stop and the identity check ala:rm.indicator will come on. 

Also, in conjunction with the identity check instructions are 
two perform instructions to be explained in. Section 2.2.3 •. 

*. . . Supersedes id x, see reference 2, page 2.1;, 



I' • 
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1.2 Select 

The sof instruction is now used as a general in-out and storage 
unit selection1nstruction and is renamed "Select" instead of "Select 
Operation Field" 0 The former select " eration field usage of the instruc
tion insofar as fields Oland 2 are concerned alan with the ro amme~ 
alarm feature remain the same. The entire structure of the sof instruc
tion is explained in Section 2.2ol~ 

1.3 Drum 

. Instructions appearing on the drum (Fields 3-16, octal) no 
longer may be performed by the computer directly, ioeo /sof n/ /trox/ is 
not effective for any value of n except 0, lor 2, (panel or core storage)o 
The drum is available as a storage medium USing the cb (copy block) in-
struction, to be explained in Section 2.2.20 --

1.4 Memory Address Display 

The md (memory address display) instruction has been deleted. 
See reference 2, page 230· 

1.5 Changes Not Affe@ting Instruction Code 

Certain changes to MTC not affecting the instruction code have 
been made as an adjunct to MTCis new control logic. A speed-up in the 
memory cycle is antiCipated, which will increase the overall operating 
speed of the computer. The amount of this speed-up has not been deter
mined at this timeo 

On the MTC console, the physical location of some switches and 
indicators has been changed, and some addi tiona have been made. All 
switches and indicators which were used in the past are included in the 
new layout, except that a few indicators have been changed to conform 
with the new control logic. 

2.0 ADDITIONS TO THE MTCINSTRUCTION CODE 

2.1 Introduction 

The additions to the MTC instruction code are the new instruc
tions c:b (c~y block), pf (perform) and the additional functions of the 
instruction sof (select 17 The use of tape units and drum fields*' is 
accomplished by a series of instructions which transfer words between 
internal memory and the tape units or drum fieldso This series of in
structions is briefly as follows ~ . 

*' At some time in the future all in-out eqUipment will be handled in 
IIluc:h the same manner as drum and tape equipment 0 





6M-2527-2, Correction #"Jt 
L ca~ RC drum starting address, (used with drum only) 

(RC = register containing) 

20 sof~ code for mode, medium, unit 

a. select mode (read, write, dummy) 

b. select medium (core memory, tape, drum) 

Co select unit or field 

Page 4 

This instruction also provides sensing to insure in
out medium is physically ready. 

30 cag RC word count (positive number of l6-bit words to be 
copied) 

40 cbg internal memory starting address 

Provide sensing to insure in-out medium is in proper 
condition to cb, then perform transfer of wordso 

This sequence of instructions is included here only to help in 
understanding the material to follow. Section 202 elaborates on the use 
of these instructions. 

The sof instruction is used in its original form (select opera
tion field) as""ieU as with abo Besides using sof and cb to effect use 
of tape units and drum fieldS; they can be used in'modesto clear (read,! 
OiS into) blocks of words in core ~emory, and to write blocks of identical 
words (which could be OiS) on tape or drum from Panel Memory. 

Section 2.2 explains the function of each instruction and its 
variations, if any 0 Section 203 gives a table of normal sequences of in
structions to aid programmers in making use of tape units, drum fields 
and dummy modes & 

2.2 Explanation of Individual Instructions and Variations 

*' 2.2.1 Select (formerly Select Operation Field) 

For convenience sof 0000 + n, sof 2000 ~n, and sof 
0400 1'" n are called" internal select" instructiOriS~ sof 1200 -r n00f 
3200 t n, sof 1300 ,. n, sof 3300 + n, and sof 2300 of', n are called II in-
out selectTl""""fnstructions-. - --

sof a select #21 10101 sof 

*' Supersedes sof a, reference 2, page 240 
ATTENTION: It has been proposed to substitute se or set for sof in 
view of the added functions of this instruction:-We would appreciate 
hearing tour reaction to such a substitution. 
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sof 0000 + n (CHANGE FIELDS) 

Until the next internal select instruction is given, treat 
address parts of instructions which refer to memory as referring to field 
B, B shall be restricted to 0, 1 or 2 (panel and core memory). 

sof 2000 + n (CHANGE FIELDSg A.LARM) 

Treat instruction just as sof OOOOtn, and in addition 
generate a programmed alarm. (The programmed alarm. feature may be 
suppressed by a switch on the MfC consoleo) 

sof 0400 i" n (CHANGE FIELDS: DUMMY BEAD MODE) 

Treat instruction just as sof 0000 + n, and in addition 
select a dummy read mode of operation such that cb reads a block of 
zeros into core memory 0 Three properties of this instruction are as 
followsg 

10 The internal memory field selected by this instruction 
remains effective until the next internal select in
struction. 

2G The dummy read mode selection remains effective until 
the end of the first following eb instructione (If 
no cb instruction has followed this sof 0400 + n in
struction, when an in-out selection inStruction is 
given, the dummy mode selection is cancelled.) 

3. If this instruction is inserted between an in-out 
select instruction and a cb instruction, the cb in
struction will perform the-dummy mode block transfer. 
However, succeeding cb instructions will revert back 
to the selection ~e-by the in-out select instruction. 

sof 1200 of- n (SELECT DRUM FlEW g READ) 

Senee the in-out interlock and wait until clear. Deselect 
any previousJ.y selected in-out !Il!Jmdia1 modes and uni ta. Select Drum 
Medium. Select Drum Field n, (3=16, octal). Select Read Mode.--sense 
to see if drum. motor is ong if not give an alarm and stop :-Copy drum 
starting address (Ae 5-15) into Drum Address Register. The selections 
made by this instruction remain in effect until the next in-out select 
instruction is executedo 

sof 3200 + n (SELECT DRUM FIELD g WRITE) 

Treat instruction just aa sof 1200 + n, except select the 
Write ~ instead of the Read Mode. ---

\ 
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sof 1300 -+' n (SELECT TAPE UNIT~ READ) 

Sense the in-out interlock and wait until clear. De
select any previously selected in-out media, modes and units. Select 
Ta.pe Medium. Select Read Mode $ Sense to see if the selected tape unit 
is Ready, Lee physically in the proper readiness to manipulate the 
tape; if not, give an alarm. and stop. The selections made by this in
struction remain in effect until the next in-out select instruction is 
executed. 

sof 3300 + n (SELECT TAPE UNIT: WRITE) 

Treat instruction just as sof 1300 + n, except select 
the Write Mode instead of the Read MOde. 

sof 2300 + n (SELECT TAPE UNITg VERIFY) 

Treat instruction just as sof 1300 + n, except select 
the Verify Mode instead of the Read Mode. 

2.2.2 Copy Block 

Reference to instructions 1-4 in Section 2.1 shows the 
follOWing sequence of the instructions to be used with cb 0 The abbrevia
tions shown here are used in the discussion of the cb instruction belowg 

1. cs. Re a (a:: drum starting address) (Used for 
drum onIY)-

2. sof! (.!:; proper mode, medium and unit designations) 

3. ca RC wc (!£ = word count) 

4. cb x (~:: internal memory starting address) 

Note that no instruction which changes AC should be 
used between 1. and 20 or 3. and 40 However" any type of instruction 
may be used between 2. and 3. Note, also, (from Section 202.1, sof) 
that once 2. is given for tape or drum selections , it remains in effect 
for any number of 3. and 4. instructions to follow. For cb using tapes, 
the two instructions immediately .following 4. must be reserved for con
ditional transfers, (see below). 

Some care must be exerCised to insure proper··;f'ield 
selection of internal memory when this sequence of instructions is used. 
Each of' the instructions 1., 3., and 4. refer to internal memory and 
must be preceded with proper field selection when required. 

When the cb instruction is being performed, the AC is 
used as the word counter, initially holding wc~ Copying into ot out of 
internal memory begins with register x and proceeds in order through 
memory until the number of words initIally specified by the AC has been 
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copied~ It will be the programmeris responsibility to make sure that 
blocks to be copied fit into the space allotted. If the end of a core 
memory or drum field is reached before zero in the word counter, the 
address counters will start over at zero IiYld continue, and no alarm will 
be given. Note that MTC can copy maximum blocks of 2048 (decimal) 16-
bit words. 

cb x copy block #5 00101 cb 

cb x (8:: 0400"" n~ DUMMY READ MODE)* (CLEAR BLOCK IN CORE MEMORY) 

Read into a block of core memory the number of zero 
words specified as wc, starting with register x. When the cb instruc
tion is completed, clear dummy mode selection ina revert to:previous 
in-out select status, if any. 

cb x (s:: ]200 + n~ DRUM READ) 

Read a block of words from Drum Field n, starting with 
register ao Words are transferred into core memory, starting with 
register!; the number of words being given by ~ in ACo 

cb x (s:: 3200 + m DRUM WRITE) 

Write a block of words onto Drum Field n, starting with 
register ao Words are transferred fram internal memory, starting with 
register ~~ the number of words being given by wc in ACo 

cb x (13:: 1300 + n~ TAPE READ) 

* 

1. Sense the in-out interlock and wait until clear. 
Sense to see if tape unit n is rewinding and wait 
until rewind is overv Sense to see if tape unit n 
is In File Areao If Not In File Area, immediately 
proceed to the next instruction without further cb 
operati©lus. If' tape un! t n is In File Area continue 
with the cb instruction. -

2. Start reading a record from the tape (unit n) (in
out interlock becomes set) storing each 32 bit tape 
word into 2 registers of core memory, starting with 
register xo Ta.pe bits 1-16 appear in the first of the 
two core memory registers (corresponding to the left 
half 'Word of XD~l) and tape bits 17-32 appear in the 
second register (corresponding to the right half 
word of XD-l). 

Note that the Dummy Read Mode selection tempor.arily overrides all other 
selection until the cb is executedo (See ~ 0400 + n.) 



( 
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3~ The number of (16-bit) words transferred is deter~ 
mined by the tape record length or wc whichever is 
smaller 0 When End of Record or AC ~O .is reached~ 
the block of words has been transferred into core 
memory 0 If the End of Record is reached before 
AC = 0, AC will contain the difference between wc 
and the record lengtho Note that we should always 
be an even number~ If AC = 0 is reached before the 
End of Record, the tape unit is allowed to continue 
moving tape as if reading, until the End of.Record 
gap is reached o 

40 Perform a parity check of each pair of words, using 
the tape parity bit (33)0 If a parity error occurs, 
immediately skip the inst~~ction following the cb, 
and perform the next instruction without further-cb 
operations 0 The tape unit is allowed to continue-
moving tape as if reading, until the End of Record 
gap is reachedo However, the Tape vvord Register 
will contain the pair of words which contain the 
parity error just read from the tape 9 and AC contains 
'Wc minus the number of words read" When the parity 
error is detected, a tape parity indicator will come 
on and can be observed if the second instruction 
following the cb is a halt" The word register and 
tape parity indicator will remain unchanged until a 
new cb or in-out select instruction is performed 0 A 
perform instruction is provided which suppresses the 
parity check feature of a single cb instruction" 
(See Section 202Q3) (A toggle switch on the MTC console 
provides manual suppression of the tape parity.) 

5~ Upon completion of the transfer of words, the tape unit 
is again sensed for In File Area G If the (normal) con= 
dition exists, immediately skip the next two in~tructions 
following the cb, and perform the third instruction with
out further cb-operationso If the tape unit is Not In 
File Area, immediately proceed to the next instruction 
without rurther cb operationso Regardless of when the 
cb instruction is-terminated9 the in=out interlock re= 
mains set until the tape reaches End of Recorda 

cb x (s = 3300 + ng TAPE lnJRITE) 

10 Treat just as step 1. of TAPE READo 

2~ Start writing a record onto the tape (unit n) (in= 
out interlock becomes set) storing 2 registers of core 
memory into a 32 bit tape word (plus parity).. The bit 
arrangement is given in step 20 of TAPE READ~ 
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3~ The number of (16-b:i;~) words transferred is wc. When 
wc words have been transferred an End of Record gap 
appears on the tape such that the record contains'W'c 
(16-bit) words. Note that !£ must always be an even~ 
number~ 

40 Treat just as step 5~ of TAPE READ., 

cb x (s : 2300 + n& TAPE VERIFY) 
'.~" " 

le Treat just as step 1. of TAPE BEAD. 

2. Treat just as step 2 & of TAPE READ, exc~pt do not 
store the words into core memory 0 Instead, perform 
an id on each word, iQe~ compare the words being read 
fram-the tape with corresponding words stQred in core 
memory, starting with register x. If thew-ords do 
not agree treat the situation exactly as if a parity 
mar had occurred, step 4. below 0 

3. Treat just as step 30 of TAPE READ, except the number 
of words is the number campared~ not the number trans
ferred. 

4. Treat just as step 4. of' TAPE READ. 

5. Treat just as step 50 of TAPE READ. 

cb x (PROGRAMMED DUMMY WRITE MODES) 

The programmer may write a block of any repeated 16-bit 
word (SUCh as all O's) on tape or drum. This can be accomplished by . 
precetd'.bi.~ the cb (DRUM WRITE or TAPE WRITE ha.ving been selected) by a 
selection 'of field zero, (panel memory). Since the address register for 
Panel Memory does not advance like that for Core Memory during execution 
of cb, the resUlt vill be a repeated transfer to tape or drum of Panel 
Memory register !~ the number of identical words being det~rmined by !£o 

202.3 Perform 

The perform (pof) instruction has been added to provide 
various special operations and sense certain conditions. Most of the ~ 
instructions are provided to aid in operating the tape units properly. 
The ~ instructions which refer toone tape uni~ (marked with an asterisk, *) 
must ha.ve been prece,de~ by an sof (SELECT TAPE UNIT) instruction in order 
to provide selection of the desired ta.pe unit. 'Which of the three SELECTH' 
TAPE UNIT instructions used depends on the progt"am, all three produce 
the same result with regard to the E!: instructions. 

pf a perform 10111 pf 



• 
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pf 0000* (REWIND ) 

Move the tape back to the Load Point. This instruction 
does not sense the in-out interlock and as such can override reading, 
writing, or backspacing of the tape, i.e. while the tape is performing 
a cb or BACKSPACE instruction, the execution of a REWIND instruction will 
immediately terminate the existing tape instruction and move the tape 
back to the Load Point. While the tape is rewinding, the tape unit is in 
REWIND status. 

The tape unit remains in either IN FILE AREA or NOT IN 
FILE AREA status during and upon completion of REWIND, the status of the 
unit when reWind beginso The in-out interlock is set upon execution of 
the rewind instruction, but remains set only for the first 40 milliseconds 
of REWIND. 

When the tape has completed rewinding the tape unit is 
in the AT LOAD POINT status, indicating the tape is at the beginning of 
a reel. (See SENSE AT LOAD POINT, below;,) 

pf 0001* (SET IN FILE AREA) 

Set the selected tape unit to the IN FILE AREA status. 

If a cb instruction had brought the tape past an End of 
Tape mark or the last instruction was WRITE END OF FILE, (see below) the 
tape unit becomes in the NOT IN FILE AREA status e It will remain in this 
status until either a BACKSPACE instruction (see below) or SET IN FILE 
AREA instruction is given~ No~e that after m.wIl'ID, a. SET IN FILE AREA 
instruction must be given before any co instructions will execute a TAPE 
READ or WRITE operation. -

;Qf 0002* (BACKSPACE) 

Move the tape back to the first previous End of Record 
gap. This instruction does not sense the in-out interlock and as such 
can override reading or writing of the ta.pe, ioe. while the tape is per
forming a cb instruction, the execution of a BACKSPACE instruction will 
immediatelY-terminate the existing tape instruction and move the tape 
back to the Eni of Record gap. While the tape is backspacing the in-out 
interlock is set, if not already, and in any case upon completion of 
BACKSPACE the in-out interlock is cleared. 

If the tape unit is in the NOT IN FILE AREA status when 
BACKSPACE is given, the BACKSPACE instruction sets the unit to the IN 
FILE AREA status 0 

;Qf 0003* (WRITE END OF FIlE) 

Sense the in-out interlock and wait until clear • Write 
a one word record on the tape which writes the three end of file bits in 
the record. 
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While writing the end of file record, set thein-out 
interlock and upon completion of the operation, clear the in-out inter
lock. Writing of the end of file record puts the tape unit in the NOT 
IN FILE AREA status. 

pf 0004 (GIVE ALARM ON ID CHECK, SET) 

Set up the condition whereby upon exe.cution of an id x 
instruction (see Section 1.1), if the contents of AC do not agree with 
the contents of register x, the computer will stop and the identity check 
alarm indicator will come ono This condition remains in effect until a 
GIVE ALARM ON ID CHECK)! CLEAR instruction is given, below. Note that 
this instruction has the same effect as the on position of the identity 
check toggle switch. (Start at 40 gives a pr-0004 automaticallYo) 

pf 0005 (GIVE ALARM ON ID CHECK~ CLEAR) 

Clear the condition set up by the GIVE ALARM ON ID CHECK, 
.sE~'. instruction, thus returning to normal the id instruction. The 
identity check toggle switch on position overrides the pf 0004 and pf 0005 
instructions, but when the switch is turned off the condition according to 
the last GIVE ALARM ON ID CHECK instruction recurs. (Start over j3LEARS .. ~,. ", 

;ef 0006 (SUPPRESS TAPE PARITY) 

Do not perform step 4. of the next cb TAPE READ or 
VERIFY instructions, Le. if a parity (!'Or no identitycheck' for TAPE 
VERIFY) occurs, ignore the condition as if it had not appeared. The 
suppression is ~aredafter the cb TAPE READ or VERIFY instruction and 
therefore must be given for eac~cb instruction for which the suppression 
is to take place. - . 

pf 2000* (SENSE RmIND) 

Sense to see if the selected tape unit is rewinding, i.e. 
in the RmIND status. If it is ~ewinding prepare to perform the 
immediately following instruction. If it is not rewinding, prepare 
to skip the immediately following instruction-and perform the second 
instruction. 

pf 2001* (SENSE NOT IN FILE AREA) 

Sense to see if the selected tape unit is in the NOT IN 
FILE AREA status. If the condition exists, i.eo if it is NOT IN FILE 
AREA, prepare to perform the immediately following instruction. If the 
condition does not exist, i.e. if it is IN FILE AREA, prepare to skip 
the immediately follOWing instruction and perform the second instruction. 

pf 2002 (SENSE IN-OUT INTERLOCK) 

Sense to see if the in-out interlock is set. If it is 
set, prepare to perform the immediately following instruction. If it is 
not set, prepare to Skip the immediately following instruction and perform 
the second instruction. 
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pf 2003* (SENSE AT LOAD POINT) 

Sense to see if the selected tape unit is in the AT LOAD 
POINT status. If it is not AT LOAD POINT, prepare to perform the immediately 
following instruction. If it is AT LOAD POINT, prepare to skip the 
immediately following instruction and perform the second inStrUction. 

ADH~jg 

A ttacbments: APPENDIX A 
Distribution List 

SIGNED~ a.fl.~ 
A. D. Hughes 
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Operation of 728 Magnetic Drives 

Before tape may be loaded the machine must be in an 
UNLOAD status as shown in pictureo In this status the upper 
head section is raised g the capstans are retracted so the 
tape has an uninterrupted path between the outside idler, 
The machine is normally in this status following a runo The 
full reel of tape (file reel) is placed on the left reel and 
the tape threaded past the idlers and Read-Write Head Assemb
ly and over to the empty reel (machine reel) on the righto 
The reel brakes may be released by depressing the buttons 
below the left reelo Tape is then wound manually onto the 
machine reel until several turns have been completed and the 
load point is well beyond the head assemblyo The load point 
is a reflective spot of Aluminum placed on the near edge of 
the tape about lOU from the end to mark:the electrical begin
ning of the tape o 

The door may now be closed and the LOAD/REWIND button 
depressed 0 This will cause the Head Assembly to be lowered 
into position and tape to be sucked into the columnso 

As soon as the upper head assembly is down in position 
the capstans are extended and 1;legin to turno The machine 
automatically goes into a Backward status and tape begins 
moving in a reverse directiono It will move in this direc~ 
tion until the Load Point is sensed a At this point it will 
stop and the machine is ready for useo If the load point 
has not been wound well into the machine ree1 9 the machine 
will search off the end of the tape for the load pointo 

Control from the external source is exercised first by 
selecting the tape unit with the sof instructiono Thi~ 
will result in the SELECT light on the front panel coming 
ono 

NOTE ~ RESET = Manual Before any manual operation may be 
undertaken 0 the machine must be put 
under manual control by depressing 
the RESET button o 

Unload 

The tape unit may be unloaded at any point in an opera= 
tion g providing the tape is stopped and the unit is under 
manual controlo This may be accomplished by depressing 
the UNLOAD buttono This causes the tape to be retracted 
from the columns g the upper head assembly raised and the 
capstans retractedo 
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High Speed Rewind 

When a tape has been completely written or read p the 
bulk of the tape is contained on the machine reel.. Since 
time is a prime factor in the operation of this unit it is 
desired to accomplish a rewind to the file reel as fast as 
possible" This may be accomplished automatically by the 
computer pf instructionp or manually by depression of the 
LOAD/REWIND buttono The machine will perform initially 
as in an UNLOAD operation but as soon as tape is out of the 
columns and the upper head assembly is up the file reel be
gins to wind tape from the machine reelo 

Machine Reel Sensing Arm 

The load point at the beginning of the tape is the. only 
indication which can be used to stop the tapeo Howeverp this 
cannot be sensed at the terrifically high speed of rewind 
and cause the tape to stop immediatelyo There fore 9 the high 
speed portion of rewind is suspended before the beginning of 
the tape is reached and the remaining few feet moved at nor
mal speed.. This is accomplished by using a Machine Reel 
Sensing Arm which closes a contact when only 1/2 inch of 
tape remains on the machine reelo The rewind stops at this 
point and the tape is automatically loaded into the vacuUIn 
columnsB The tape is then moved in reverse (at normal 
speed) as during a normal loading operation until Load Point 
is reached 0 The machine then stops and is ready for further 
use" 

Panel Buttons and Lights 

Located on the door of the tape unit are the operating 
buttons and lights.. These have effect only if the door is 
closed" 

Select Switch 

This switch is a rotary switch located in the center of 
the group and is used to set the tape unit to any one of the 
three addresses necessary. If the switch is set on address 
1 the unit will be selected when address. 1 is selected by 
the computer and so forth .. If' two tapes are set to the 
same address writiilg can take pIace on boto .. , Reading will 
not be possible since they cannot be synchronized o 

Select Light 

The select light comes on when the tape unit is sel-
ected and remains on 1llltll-· the selection is removed 0 ., 
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start Button 

Depressing the START key causes the machine to be in 
a READY condition if (a) tape has been previously loaded into 
the colnnmp (b) the door is closed, and (c) the tape is not 
moving 0 

Not Ready Light 

This light is off if the machine is in a READY status as 
described above o and indicates that the machine is under 
manual controlo 

File Protection Light 

This light is on when a protected reel has been loaded' 
onto the unito It provides a means to protect a reel of 
tape from erasure o 

Load/Rewind Button 

If the door is closedp depression of this key will cause 
loading of the tape into the columns and searching for the 
load point. If the tape has been manually lIDloaded in the 
fast rewind section of the tapeo depressing this key will ex ... 
ecute a high~speed rewind before the 'above operation takes 
place. This~button is inoperative unless the tape lIDit is 
under manual controle 

",~ 

Unload Button 

, Operation of this button will remove the tape from the 
columns and raise the upper head ?ssembly regardless of the 
distribution of tape on the two reels~ If the tape is not 
at load point when the operator wishes to change ito a load 
point search should be first initiated by depressing the 
L04D,/REWIND button. The tape indicator (see below) is re
set by depressing this button" This button is inoperative 
lIDless the tape unit is under manual controlo 

Not In File Area 

This light comes on whenever the NIFA Flip-Flop is turn
ed on by external controlo This happens upon sensing the 
end-of-tape reflective spot or an end-of-file mark written 
on tape. Writing is prevented while the Flip-Flop is ono 
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Reset Button 

This button resets all controls, (except the Tape Indi
cator) and p in general will stop any tape operation which 
has been initiateda As mentioned before p manual control 
exists after it has been pushed. 

Tape Handling 

Since the recorded information on tape comes within 
0 0 020" or the edge of the tape the tape reels must be handl
ed with extreme cautiona Avoid any pinching of the rims 
of the reels or any contact with the eqge of the tape. Any 
pushing or pulling necessary to put the reel on the machine 
or remove it should be done at the root diameter of the reel 
and not at or near the outside o 

When shipping, the tape should be protected in a dust 
proof container and the reel be suitably supported in this 
container with additional protection afforded by a stiff 
cardboard shippingboxo The file protect ring must be in 
the groove around the reel but in order that writing may 
be done on that tapeD 

Electrical Logic Circuits 

Select and Ready 

A tape unit will be ready for selection when the tape 
has been loaded into the columns p the reel door interlock 
is closed, and the tape unit is not in the process of find
ing the load point (ReWind or load Operation~).; If these 
conditions are met they will be indicated by the pius status 
of two of the three inputs to AND circuitAl2 (7.5001) o' 

The third input will come up when the external select 
line corresponding to the setting of the Select Switch 
comes upo The output of AND circuit Al2 becomes the 
SELECT AND READY line 0 
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